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Abstract
This research outlines a methodology for constructing chemical system models using
unit operations as the building blocks. Order reduction of the nonlin -ar models pro-
duced is also addressed. A nonlinear analysis methodology based on bifurcation the-
ory is presented. Bifurcation theory is introduced from an engineering perspective.
Finally 11 nonlinear design technique is illustrated using a CSTR model. Throughout
the dissertation, a simple example is used to illustrate the various metnodologies.
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Chapter 1
Introd uction
Process modelling and analysis involves the construction of a model for the process
ill question and the analysis of that model to ensure :
1. The model dynamic behaviour in the operating region of interest corresponds
to the process being modelled.
2. The dynamic behaviour of the model in (1) is properly understood.
This means that while a model should Ill> accurately as possible reproduce known
behaviours of the plant in the operating region of interest, it should also be possible
to use it as a tool for predicting behaviour. These behaviours should be verified
using simulation and experimentation.
TIw research has the following aims:
• To present 11 methodical approach to process modelling for control (process
systems are often complex). Control is often seen as an after thought which is
done at the end of a project. The need to produce process control models as
part of the design process is emphasized in this dlssercation .
• To implement some of the nonlinear bifurcation techniques which havo been
developed over the last thirty years [22J [24J. The usefulness of bifurcation
theory, to predict unexpected and count!'!' intuitive behaviour of the plant is
investigated,
Nonlinear modelling of chemical processes can be divided into two types, modelling
for design and modelling for control [Iii]. Almost all eli, mical models are noulinenr,
[5J and [12) an' excellent examples of nonlinoar mudelliug of chemical Pl'O(,(,SS('S for
(led~ll. Especially [12J, whoso CiTCU/Il/i(i71 Loop Reactor only works bemuse of its
exploitation of a nonlinear phenomenon. [!Jj, [11] and [23] discuss nonlinear modelling
and analysis for control. An iuterost.ing result presented in [11] is that. a CSTR with
11 controller containing a time delay could he made chaotic.
A key method in engineering for nonlinear analysis is bifurcation analysis [24]. This
involves the linearization and parameterization of nonlinear models [2]. All the equi-
librium points of the chemical system in question must he found using continuation
methods [22]. The nonlinear model is linearized around all of the possible equilib-
riur- points and this information is used to detect changes in stability [18J. This
information is then used tu determine when to use more computationally intensive
forms of nonlinear analysis [16] [2:l].
The approach adopted in this dissertation as detailed in Chapter 2, is to introduce
two methodologies. The first is a nonlinear modelling methodology which addresses
the problem of complexity. The second if; a nonlinear analysis methodology which
implements the theory of bifurcations to some extent. Using these two methods it
is believed that many of the problems associated with nonlinear chemical process
modelling and control can be solved, In the current literature there seems to be
no uniform methodology for process modelling and control design. [12] presents a
modelling methodology, but it is primarily a chemical design approach and requires
their software,
A simple mixing system was used to illustrate how the methodologies should be
Implemented. It was shown that the model for the mixing system as a whole re-
quired 17 states to describe its dynamics. This model was found to be cumbersome,
The model was reduced using decoupling and time scaling and it. was shown t.hat
the model which described the essential dynamics of the system was second order,
The reduced model was then analysed and the system was shown to exhibit. limit
cycle behaviour fill' certain values of the chemical process parameters. It was shown
that the analysis methodology significantly reduces the time required to analyse the
system when compared with simulation,
The research aims were addressed as follows :
Chapters 2-5 present the modelling methodology. Chapters {i-7 pr esont the nonlin-
ear analysis methodology, As 11 result of tho application of the methodologies to
the system example, t he intial stages of a nonlinear model design technique were
developed. The technique is presented ill chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Overview
2.1 Current Approach to Process Modelling and Con-
trol
Industrial chemical process control is a field which is receiving Increasing atten-
tion. The approaches currently used ill this field are essentially no different from
those used in the most fundamental classical control. The standard controller which
is implemented in chemical processes is the PID (proportional-integral-differential)
controller (15J. This is a simple linear controller which dates back to the earliest
beginnings of process control.
The use of control theory in the chemical process area does not appear to he as
advanced as in other areas. This is due to the fact that chemical systems are said to
he more difficult to model than in other fields. The result of this reasoning is that
when control systems are designed for chemical systems more controllers may be
used than is actually necessary. Even the simplest, chemical processes can contain
ten or more controllers (usually PID). The [ustification of which is usually given as
safety considerations. While the maxim, "rather safe than sorry" is a good one it,
is tremendously expensive as every control loop implies not only that you have 11
controller but expensive sensors and actuators, all of which haw to be maintained
throughout the life of the plant.
The designers of chemical process control systems often do not have accurate models
of the process, HO using experimental data, simple, trusted controllers are imple-
mented. While this method of control is acceptable when you have no other way of
approaching the problem, it can be highly inefficient as it results in very conserva-
tivo designs (large safet.ymargins have to he implemented). This approach has lWPI!
perpetuated with the use of fuzzv controllers. The idea is that with little kuowledgo
uf the plant one can achieve good controllers, this is a fallacy. The knowledge of
HlP plant. is simply presented in anot.hor way, unmoly rules. Not only are there too
many control loops, they also result in systems which tend to be inefficient. With
increasing global competition unci international trade HI!;r<'eIllPnts, companies aro
continually domaudiug better oificiency from their processes,
The SOUl'{ I' of the problem with chemical process control is the lack of reliable dy-
namic process models [20]. The models that. result from chemical processes are also
often of high order even fill' relatively simple systems. There are several stops which
need to be achieved in any Iiold where control systems are going to be implemented,
The first is to model the physical reality using a minimum of simplifying assump-
tions and any form of innthematical modelling which is appropriate. The next stop
is to convert those models into ordinury differential equations which are compatible
with process control techniques.
The key to improving the: current situation is to develop a me+hod of modelling
chemical processes which is simple and reliable. The development of models for in-
dividual unit operations is <111 important. aspect of any attempt at chemical process
modelling and is indeed a fundamental step. This has however already been ad-
dressed in the chemical onginuoring literature [1!J], at least. for simple systems. The
focus of this dissertation will he to develop 11 methodology foi combining sets of sim-
ple chemical pro("'SS units to form I'll overall model fill' a process, It, will also focus
on till' nonlinear analysis of such systems with a view to reducing an l simplifying
such models, The end result will \H' a useful model for control design.
2.2 Nonlinear Process Modelling and Control
Nonlinear process modelling and rom.rol has been an iutelloctual backwater in e11-
giIll'prinl!; for many YPm'S, Wit h the popularizution of chaos awl fractals, renewed
interest ill t he fidel has bogun to gpnprate intorcstiug research. The potential for
advance'S in tho way control is approached IH'CHnSl' of these changes should not Ill'
ovorkiokod. Whilo linear uiothodologk-s have in some areas stngnntod, nonlinear
pruross modelling and control st ill has to Ill' "discoverod". TIll' focus of this section
iHnonlinear chomirnl proross mork-lling and control.
Linear dynamir llllltil'Is an' t lu: most ronnnon form of dvunmic chemical model
nvailabk-. Most st at ir Uloc[C'is of rhemicul svstoius an' highly nonlinear [20] as this
is required for efficient design of tho operating [Joints. Dynamic models are usually
linear because it. is much easier to model it Ill·OCC'SH at. 11 set point. for small portur-
bations than to model it for its entire range of operation. Consider a system made
up of sulnnodols. Linear models can be derived by formulating a complete nonlinear
dynamic model of the systom and thou linearizing the svstcm, about various opor-
ating points as is done in this dlssortntion [19]. Often however. it, is easier to usn
s=veral sets of linearized models which are constructed to work around the operating
point to produce a dynamic model for the system. This results in tIw situation t.hat
tho model is only valid for a particular operating region. This means that the model
cannot be trusted for large variations of the states around t.h« operating point (the
neighbourhood of valid operation can also not be determined). It means that if the
states are varied too much the control system behaviour is unpredictable.
When there is 11 lack of information about 11 particular chomical system the standard
control modelling approach is to obtain step responses (or transfer functions using
any available information) for the system around a partiou'ar operating point. It.
must be kept ill mind that the important information for control engineers is the
dynamic response of the plant. Using the stell response Information for several
operating conditions a suitable lineal' model with respect to the application would
he chosen and control design would proceed. In most situations this gives rlso
to acceptable controllers and the chemical process unit in question operates as is
expected. Every so often, however. 11 chemical process will be difficult to control
and give it nonlinear behaviour which makes 11 linear controller C'fi'ective only wit l-in
11 small operating wgion. Due to the nature of chcmicnl systems, which are often
long strail!;ht Iiue prnCPSfWS.this single nonlinear process can cause the entlro process
to fai!.
The logical way of approaching this problem is to Iwgin to us!' nonlinear models
which relate to It particular process ami dl'visl' online a11(1ofl:"linp tests which enable
the control engineer to determine the nonlinear structure of the dynamics of the
system. This would moan that stop response (and other) iuformutiou would still
IH' used, but Lterproted in terms of a uonlinear model which is appropriate for a
particular prort ~'{(.li:.t illation column, CSTR. etC'). Work has boon don!' in the aroa
of uonlincar parm. -stimntiou [10] using bifurcation theory. bill. this relates to
chemical prorr: <], "igIl Illodplling and Hot control modelling. It must always lH'
kopt ill mind that whill' design 111<)(l<'1sure useful as sources of information for tho
control ougineor. tlwy art' not useful for designing tho actual control system.
Nonlinear control modelling for chemir-al Pl'OCI'SSl'S uppoars to be a lleglected field.
Control modelling is discussed in [15Jbut from a linear perspective. Nonlinear mod-
els which are useful for control were developed in [19). The nature of a nonlinear
control model is different to a design model. A control model tends to focus on re-
taining physically meaningful states (that is stutes that can be measured}. In design
equations however the models are usually converted into a form which allows the
system to be scaled up easily. This involves the use of special design nondimensional
terms or "numbers" (Biot number. Dumkiihler number, etc). These are often used
as the bifurcation parameters (see chapter (j nnd [14]).
Work has actively been done in dynamic nonlinear design modelling in chemical
engineering ove. the last decade. Some excellent work has been done in the area of
nonlinear behaviour and bifurcations. In [14J all overview of the behaviours exhib-
ited by It CSTR with a simple chemical reaction is given. This paper shows HUtt it
is possible to get limit cycle behaviour for certain parameter values. The analysis is
however done in terms of nondimensional design parameters as opposed to measur-
able variables. Measurable variables could be derived from the design numbers but
this introduces more complexity into the control problem. Another aspect is that
often control models can be simplified by replacing distributed parameter models
with lumped parameter models, A control model is designed around the inputs and
the outputs with no concern as to how the variables vary between these points.
In [5J the behaviour of an auio-tliermol tubular packcd bed reactor is modelled and
analysed using bifurcation analysis. In [12J the circulation loop reactor which has a
limit cycle as its normal mode of operation is discussed. Again however the focus of
the modelling is understandably OIl the design and analysis of the reactor.
A new approach which is suggested in this dissertation, is to design the control
system of a nonlinear chemical unit, into the system from the start. What this
involves is developing both the design and control models simultaneously at design
time. This means that some of the control problems that could arise in a nonlinear
system can be assessed and appropriate changes made. It also becomes possible to
exploit nonlinear behaviour as was done in [12J. The method outlined in chapter
I) and ill [7J give possible ways of achieving this. The theory in [21J supports this
approach theoretically.
The field of nonlinear control systems is summarized in [I], The book focuses on
the theory of control and gives 11 summary of nonlinear concepts from that perspec-
tive. The examples in [1J are given in almost every engineering field except. process
sYStPlIlS. Examples of where nonlinear process control has been suggested are [8J
and [9J. Interesting examples where chemical process controllers produce nonlinear
(j
behaviour arc given by [Ii] and [11].
The nonlinear analysis in this dissertation uses elements of bifurcation ther-y, [24J
gives an overview of the theory while the numerical methods employed are similar
to those described in [22]. [Hi] is an introduction to the field of nonlinear dynamics
while [17] gives an int »duction to chaos. Bifurcation theory for control has been
applied (as opposed to only being postulated) in the aeronautical control field [13].
In conclusion, the field of process control needs to be increasingly updated with
respect to the current developments in chemical process design. The rapid advances
that are occurring in the field of nonlinear dynamics have a profound effect OIl how
process analysis and design [4] and process control design should be approached.
This is because control design revolves around the dynamic behaviour of a system.
The advantages of exploiting increased understanding of nonlinear dynamics have
to be realized so that chemical processing companies can remain competitive.
2.3 Proposed lVlethodology
The method proposed in this dissertation involves two steps. The first is the con-
struction of a model for a chemical system by interlink, known models of each of
the components. The second is the analysis of those n. -ls using elements of lin-
earization analysis [2] and bifurcation theory. The aim is to not only work towards
a reliable modelling methodology but also to practically apply nonlinear analysis
techniques.
The construction of models from first principles is not tne focus 0" the dissertation
but was a ncccessary step as no unit models existed in the format required for easy
linking. Existing mac; ,1 where adjusted for this purpose. What this means is that
no models were developed from partial differential equations but where derived using
existing ordinary differential equation models.
The methodology can be broken down into the following constituent parts:
Model Construction
• Construction of models for individual units from physical principles.
• Conversion of models into ordinary differential equation (state space) format.
• Construction of system equations by linking the individual models for each
7
unit operation.
Analysis and Model Jrder Reduction
• Model order reduction using decoupling, time scaling and physical reasoning.
• Limitation of the states and parametors (the dimension of the state-parameter
space is made finite).
• Analytical calculation of obvious equilibri um points.
• Numercial calculatlon of remaining equilibrium points.
• Liuearisation around equilibrium points and bifurcation analysis for the ranges
of parameter values given,
• Identification of quaslpnriodic and other forms of behaviour using simulation.
This methodology is defined as t ••.idel development by [15]. Figure, 2.1, taken from
[Hi] gives the place of this methodology in the process control development. cycle,
The method is part of the develop IJ1·OC('.9.9 model section f'lOwn in figure 2.1. It
involves two of the attached items in the diagram. that is computer simulation and
physical and chemical principles, Plant -Iatn, while being useful for verification is
not uh<'d to develop the models or even tune their parameters. Mntuods to achleva
this will have to be investigated in further work.
Tho analysis methodology itself can be broken down mto the following seven St(~PH:
1. Limit states and parameters to some finite state-parameter space using phys-
leal reasoning and plant Information.
2. Examine equations for any obvious analytical solutions for the position of the
equilibrium points.
:3. Visualize the magnitude of thr vector field to determine the location of possible
equilibrium points ((.ilis inlormation is used to choose startiug points for the
numerical algori thms ) .
.1. Solve numerically for the equilibrium points for different. parameter values.
5. Linearize the system at all of till' equilibrium points found in the previous stop
ami find the pole' positions ill the s-plane,
G. Determine till' bifurcation points and the typos of bifurcatlons.
i. Simulate in th« unstable regions to dl't!'l'minp global stability hehnviour.
The analysis mothodology is shown in figure 2.2. Tho teclmiquo is similar to that
used by [12) when thev simulated tho behaviour of a circulation loop reactor. This
reactor's operation depends OIl the existence of 11 limit-cycle to operate. The reactor
was simulated using th« DIVA [12jlmckage which USI'S various methods to reduce
the partial differential equations into high order ordinary <Ii' -rential equations which
are then analysed for stability. The bifurcation Information about the system is then
obtained using the movement of the poles in the s-plane. The difference between their
method and this dissertation iH that they started with partial differential equations
which they convert ed using numerical methods to ordinary differential equations
(which are of a very high order). This work starts with pre-developed sets of ordinary
differential equations which have hC'PIl verified.
2.4 Philosophy of Approach
The importance of having a Sl't philosophy of approach tal to the problem cannot
he over estimated. The simplest principle of reasoning is that if your premise is
incorrect. so Will your conclusions he incorrect, lIO matter how well yon argue from
your false pre' 'ise. There is 11 possibility that if you argue from a w, mg premise in-
correctly, that you m.Ly accidentally cornu to a true conclusion. The r(,VlH'SPhowever
will in all probability occur.
This same argument can be applied to control theory. If you have 11 badly defined
problem (model) and hence can only sC't up an approximate set of specifications ba ..sed
on general rules, you will at best. g<'t all adequate solution (not 11highly efIieiel't Due).
To use one of tilt' current catch words of control engineering to restate this more
pl<>galltly : A fuzzy model leads to fuzzy spceificatlons which in turn will load to
fuzzy performance,
The key ~,-a 011 which the work here is founded is this: To p;et bettor performance
and relinhi. r~'from a chemical process, you have In know :"ore about that chemical
process. Tl. re are two arons to which this philosophy of approach is being applied.
The first of these arms is tho actual modelling of industrial chemical proCI'SSI'S. The
second area is t he aualvsis of tho nonlinear models which many chemical processes
produce.
!l
The aim is to develop both ureus sufficiently to enable others to refine and de-
velop methods which !11timatl'ly sit,,!!).) lU\1 an impact. on the way chemical process
control h1 approached. Tit!' methodologies should be implemented bofore the speci-
Iication stl'.gl' of control d('si!!;Il. St'ttmp: IIp spoclfications requires an aceurate model
and understanding of what the model represents. Hopefully this research will help
towards providing 11 dearer picture of chemical processes and their behaviour.
One of tlw important steps taken ill this n-search was tu move away from general
models (such as tlll' linear second order protr ;',)po) and move towards definite models
which are associated with a particular component (unit operation). This means that
the types of nonlinearitles which will be encountered in the state space equations
will be limited by the physical characteristics of dWIIlical processes. This ensures
t hat the time spent allalyzing nonlinear systems will IH' useful as it applies directly
to some pxistir'6 system.
There are many related issues, all of which an' of importance within process control,
These however will have to be neglected for the sako of Iocusing on the primary
problems of obtaining 11 model and thou analyzing the behaviour of t IIt' model (which
may be chaotic). The belief is that as analysis proceeds on a variety of systems,
patterns will emerge which can be exploited to enhance understanding of nonlinear
systems in general and chemical pl'llcessl'S ill pnrticub.r.
The questions that motivated this research are:
• Is there a need for the tremendous amount. If control implemented on current
chemical processes?
• What impact does our improved understanding of nonlinear systems have 011
engineering processes? (Could it roduco the amount of control apparently
req ulred '1)
" Can lineal' models ho trusted to model chemical processes with the presence
of inevitable parameter variations'!
• .s it possible to make the analysis of chemical systems as straight forward as
tho analysis of many electrical systems?
Dpsigners of control systems an' often drawn towards blade-box approaches. TIl('
reason is that. thes« approaches make tile attractive, yet impossible claim that. with
little or no knowledge of the plant, eflicient control can be achieved.
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The> belief held in t his dissertat ion is that if process rnor Ielli ng became more arces-
sible to control engineers through the development of sets of rules and tables, more
engineers would find it practical to U:'f! and white-box models would lWCOllH' more
common in chemical process control, This Ihp of thought is followed throughout
this work.
Tho aim of t his section is to provide a philosophical basis for this research and for
future work.
2.5 Object Oriented Approach
The lllOVI'IIHmt in recent yl~m's towards object oriented programming has caused the
philosophy of approaching complexity to uecome more developed. This is partie-
ularly applicable to the Held of nonlinear dynamics. The inherent complexity of
continuous nonlinear dynamical system. IHIH resulted ill an avoidance of t.JIP topic
in many research Ilclds, The author however believes that approaching the topic
ill 11specific way, which will be>outlined, will prove tremendously rewarding ill the
future.
The approach which the author has come to bnliev« in is the approach used by soft-
waro engineers when! faced with the incredible complexity that characterises modern
software projects, The chief concept which has boon formalised to a greater dpgrp(,
than ever before for complex systems is the concept of ahstmctio.i. This has been
formalised into two concepts, objects and classes, An object is a specific instance of
11 phenomenon or behaviour which the researcher is looking for.
Au example would be 11 chemical reactor with certain ranges of flow rates and chem-
ical reaction rates, This is a speciflc physical object and is by Ito means gmw1'Il1. It
£lops however bolong to a broader das:, of things called chemic-al reactors and hence
the nonlinear equations which describe th« behaviour of the reactor also belong to
their own genernl elass. Most equatious encountered iu thoso chemical systems can
be solved uumorically but often specific numerical values Cdr parnmoters are difficult
or impossible to measure and can only IH' obtained by inference, This means that it
would be useful to haw! all idl';L of how genernl classes ofchcmleal units behaved for
ranges of parameter values and also which parameters are important. This kind of
information could not only be useful for thOi!! trying to control and clt'llllg existing
systems hut abo to those designing chemical process systems.
Au "Object Oriented' approach to nonlinear rosearrh opens lip the field, because
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it breaks down the inherent. complexity into small enough chunks for researchers
to handle, This approach is nothing lWW hut has always \Wl'll practised implicitly.
Heeogllisillp; what WI' have hren naturally drawn to conclude by experience through
lise of a Iormul technique is a Stl'I> forward ill any field. 'I'he further qualification
which applies to engine ring reseureh is that till' objecrs which art' used to develop the
clusses must Ill' firmly runted ill physical I'l'ality, This rather than being a hindrance
to c1is('(lVPIY, i~ it hdp as it 1'1lS\JJ'{'Sthat all the research conducted is relevant .nd
that Yl'ars of rosearch an' Hot wasted on creating practically useless abstrnctions.
It is interesting to 110ft' that physical systems' equations exhibit symmetrv which is
not uecessarily true of arbitrary equations.
In t.his research, bPillJ.); abl« to lnnlt tho tYIH''' (If nonlinear systems discussed by
Ilsing chemicnl units is hi~hly udvantugoous as it l'lIs,m's that thp research remains
narrow enough 1'0 that results can hI' obtained. It also IIIt'alIS that. everything that is
discovered hu......practicul implications and hl'llt:l' the research is antomatically more
useful to prartlsing ('lIgiUPPI'H.
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Chapter 3
Unit Operation Models
3.1 Introduction
Industrial chemical processes consist. of sets of unit operations ill the same way that
electrical circuits consist of electronic components, The chemical unit operations
are often much more complex than their electronic counterparts but can still be
linked together to form more complex systems. The aim of the control engineer
is to obtain ordinary difforeutlal equations for unit operations which are based on
physical principles.
An important point to he made is that although for electrical and even mechanical
systems there exists a vast resource of modelling tools for control, there has been
wry little equivalent work done ill the area of chemical engiueering. Accurate static
models exist, however these are of little use to the control engineer who wishes to
design the controller to givo certain dynamic characteristics. Static models 111'(' also
of limited usefulness when nonlinear behaviour is encountered. As is the case with
olectrical systems, a aystematic and modular approach has to be developed for con-
structing models. In eircuit analysis, there are many such techniques which can easily
1lP corr.puterised and used to analyse complex systems. If fill' chemical engineering
such a system can be developed, own apparontly intractable chemical engineering
problems can be analysed by using a very simple and repetitive methodology which
can lIP carried out by it computer.
The most important step is to build up a library of accurate ordinary diflorentiul
equation models for every conreivahle unit operation, This is beyond the S('(lP(~ of
this dissertation although till' techniques for Allinp about such a task will 1H' dis-
cussed. A standard format for models will also 1)('sugg('stl'd to 1'11;.;ur('compatibility
with future work. Once a sufficient library of unit operations has beon developed,
l;j
other unit operations can be developed by combining existing library units, These
modules can then be linked together on the basis of information contained ill a pro-
cess instrumentation diagram for the plant to be modelled. The other information,
such as the type of chemical reactions occurring in each unit can then also be en-
tered into the model and libraries of reactions could also be constructed. Although
ordinary differential equations have limitations iii terms of the types of systems they
can model. this is much better than using empirical data and assuming some kind
of linear system.
The construction of process modules which are based on unit operations has some
interesting results. Firstly it becomes clear that certain aspects of chemical systems
remain the same. The structure of the equations to be expected are consistent
in certain respects. There are however certain areas of the equations where non-
standard structures can enter the system. These areas are the chemical kinetics (the
reaction rates) and types of reactions occurring. These can all be contained in a
simple modelling system. Certain rules for modelling need to be decided upon and
adhered to religiously to ensure consistency.
The following sections will illustrate the construction of such models and justify a
simple set of rules which can be used to create modular unit operation models.
3.2 Simple Tank
3.2.1 Description
The incompressible fluid (liquid) tank is the simplest unit. operation. It is simply
described by a mass balance equation and an energy equation. This model assumes
no change of state is occurring in the tank. The model does however take changes
hi temperature of the liquid in the tank into account.
3.2.2 Assumptions
.. No changes of state or chemical reactions occur .
.. The densities inside the tank are a...ssumed to be constant which makes G]l = C"
and permits tho use of enthalpies in the derivation instead of internal energies
[19] .
.. The model will only hold for incompressible fluids (liquids).
IG
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Figure 3.1: Liquid Tank (one input, 0'1<' output)
• The mass of th, metal walls is assumed to be negligible so that the "thermal"
inertia of the metal can be ignored.
• The heat transfer between the process temperature T and the external sur-
roundings which have 11 temperature Ts is described by an overall heat transfer
coefficient where q = UAH(T - T.~') .
• '{has a constant cross-sectional area over its entire height.
• The incoming pipe is above the surface of the liquid.
• The outgoing pipe is at the bottom of the tank.
3.2.3 VariableDescriptions
A = tank C7'088 - sectional area
AH(V) = 2(Y If.; + A) = heat transfer arC(L
Cp :::: heat capaciti; of liquid
Fin:::: total incoming [loturaie
FOlLt = OU[1ut[Iourrate
g = gravitational acceleration
[1 :::::p7'C~88'Ureat the output
]18 = pressure at the liquid sur'! ace
T = tank tcmperatwre
T..,' :::: teniperaturc of .mrrcmnrii.ngs
V == volume of liquid in the tank
U = overall Iicai trnn.~fC1· coefficient
p :::= Iiquiri dens: i.J}
Constant
.,m~
Function m2
Constant. J/kgJ(
Input m3/s
Input m:l/s
Constant. mjs2
Output kPa
Constant kPa
Output K
Constant tc
Output rn:!
Constant TV/m2[(
Constant. kg/m:l
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3.2.4 Dynamic Model
continuity equation
dV
rlt
(3.1)
energy equation
cl(V7')
dt
r UJ111(V)
FinTtn - F,JtltT - C (7' - '1\.)
p p
(3.2)
3.2.5 Constitutive Relationships
(3.3)
3.2.6 Equilibrium Points
F" :=: Fin!' := Fout!' (3.4)
1: ::: Consum; (3.5)
T, ::: pC1,F,.Tt!lI' + UJ1J{W)Ts (3.6)
pCI'}~, + UA[{(V)
Note that oquat ion 3.2 is derived in appendix D. The subscript e denotes an equi-
librium value.
3.2.7 Dynamic Response
By solving for the poles itt the equilibrium points we can get. a very good idea
of how the system responds dynamically. Solving for the dynamic response is not
a standard process ~Jnt varies from problem to problem. The dynamics are often
predicted using a mixture of physical and ma .omatical reasoning,
The first dynamic equation 3.1 gives 11 pole at the origin, Equation 3.2 gives rise to
an additional pole which means the system is first order in terms of the temperature.
Sinn' no HllUlTP of energv is found in t he tank (ic there are no reactions or he,\ting
elements}, and only one heat storage element occurs in the tank (the liquid itself)
the behaviour is first order. Therefore the pole will nppear on the real a.....xis.
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The rate of heat transfer is dependant on the area of heat transfer. The area available
for heat transfer increases as the volume of liquid in the tank increases. This can
dearly be seen from the formula for .till. This however does not mean that the pole
will move further into the left hand plane as tho volume of liquid increases because
the "thermal inertia" of the liquid has to 1)(' taken into account. The greater the
volume of liquid in the tank, the slower it will cool down or heat up. Duo to the
nature of tanks (even those with small volumes - the smaller the tank volume, the
smaller the heat transfer 1 .ea) , this effect is the dominant one and hence as the
volume of fluid in the tank decreases, the liquid cools down or heats up at a faster
rate. Hence as volume decreases, the pole moves further into the 1At hand plane.
The tank system is inherently stable for the simple reason that there are no energy
sources within Jw tank and the system is dissipative by nature (heat. is dissipated
to the surroundings).
The following pol!' plot. gives a qualitative view of the characteristic dynamics of the
tank.
Dynamics due to
energy equution.
\
)(
<--
\, ,. decreases.
1IlI
/
lntpg~ati()1I due to continuity
equunon,
p__ _,*"/ ~'-l'
Figure 3.2: a-plane Diagram of Tank Dynamics
To obtain 11 quantitative picture of the dynamics, t •.l' range of values of the system
parameters and inputs has to be quantified and the pules calculated using numerical
methods,
1!J
3.2.8 Standard Control
1'11('control that is used OIl tanks ..essentially safety equipment which will not allow
the tank to be emptied below a eertain Ievel or become overfilled. Although that kind
of equipment is essential in 1'1'111 world systems, it is irrelevant. in the current study
which is focusing Oll th(' dynamics of the system from 11 process control perspective.
The implicit assumption made is that the tank is never in one of those critical states
in this work.
3.2.9 Observations
All important aspect this simple model brinr, ... out is that for every different set
of combinations of inputs and outputs, a separate unit has to be developed. For
instance 11 tank with two inputs and two outputs will have It different set of equations.
For the equations to hold which only include flows and volumes, the densities of all
the liquids flowing in and out have to bn the same. This means that the model only
holds for a homogeneous Huh! in the tank. Hence. these tank models can only be
used for liquids which 11.I'P sufficiently similar.
3.3 Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor
3.3.1 Description
The continuous stirred tank reactor is quite an ndvancn WI ell compared to the simple
tank. Not only art' chemical reactions catered for but so are 'iangos in temperature
as 11 result of the reaction and the external conditions. Another aspect of this model
is it includes a cooling jacket us part of HlP reactor. The chemical reaction which
is assumed for this reactor is very simple and ill most real world situations would
be far more complex. The number of reactions occuring determines the order of the
reaction kinetics part of the equation. In this case there is one reaction and hence
one state is used for the chemical reaction.
3.3.2 Assumptions
• The chemical reaction is assumed to be : A ~~B .
• Tho forward reaction is exothermic with heat of reaction A.
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(lilt
Figure 3.3: CSTR (two inputs, one output)
• TIl(' densities insid« the reactor are assumed to IH' constnnt which makes e1' ==
C,. and permits the use of enthalpies in the derivation instead of internal
energies [19J.
• TlH' mudd will only hold for incompressible fluids (liquids).
• The water is added to the jacket at a rate of F., and the VOIUllW r, of water
in the jacket is assumed to be constant.
• The jacket wah'!' is assumed "u lw perft'dly mixed.
• The mnss of t lit' metal walls is assumed to lIP negligible so that. the "thermal
Inertia" of the metal can 1)(' ignored.
• The heat transfer between the process temperature T and the cooling water
whieh has 11tomporature 1~, is described by all overall heat transfer coefficient
where Q ::::;U ,1}{(T ~ '1:1).
• The tank has a constant cr.iss-seetional area OWl' its ent ir» height
• The Incoming pipes an! above the surface of t II!' liquid.
• The (llltgllillg pip» is at the bottom of tho tank.
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3.3.3 Varable Descriptions
A "'" cross - seciunial (l1'fa of tank
AI/(F) "" 2(1'II+ tl) :=; heat t1'tl71sfcr (l1'('(l
(;, :::;:heat capaciii; of l)7'Of('S,' liquids
C.:, :;:;[racti.mn! f'07H'f'nt1'ntwn oj A in output
C Itn "" Incoming fractional C'CJ1lC('llinlfion IIf .4
Constant
Function
Constant
Outpu!
Input
f ({!i\o T) '" reaction ruic Function
l",lln == incoming [loumiit: of A Input
FAm = incoming [louirate o] 13 Input
Pi" = totol incoming [louiratr of A and B Input
Fout ::: output f lowr'ate Input
!J == gravitational acceleration Constant
1)= pressur« I1t the output Output
lis = ]J7'f'S8un: at the Uqll.1:rl«urjur» Constant
T :::;"reactor temprraturc Output
Tin ::::~(TAtn + TIlt \ "" Al'tcI'(lgf' temperatur« of A&: B mixed Input
Ts ::: temperature of SlL1'1'oundin,fJ8 Constant
F = l'olmne of readmits and products in the tank Output
U :::;ooos ol! heat trrm,~f('r coe] ficzf'nt Constant
A "" heat of reaction Constant
fl = densit~l of reactor liquids Constant
C,/ ::::heat cltpCLci(1) of cooling water' Coru.tant
F,/ -= coolinq uiaier olLtlHLt [loutrai» Input
T"itl "" incoming tempfTaiur(' of coolitu; water Input
7J ec- t('7ll]leT'ahL7'(' (If cooling watf'T m jacket Output
V, == 1!O/U7n(: of cooling water in jucket Constant
P.I "" density of I'Imling water' Constant
3.3.4 Dynamic Model
total continuity equnt ion
dF
7ft
component continuity equation
li(re..I)
--d-t- ---F~nC.·IIII-l·~.utC..1 - \·f(C.I,T)
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.)m~
.1/ k[lf(
lis
m:l/,~
mIl ...
m:l/s
m:l/,~
mls1.
kPa
ki'll
J(
J(
J(
rna
li'/m2J(
Jlkg
k{l/ma
.l/kgJ(
m3/s
J(
J(
m:l
k[J/m:1
(3,7)
(3,8)
reactor energy equation
11(VT) ~ F T -F. T-- >'Vf(C T)- UAl!W)(7'_T)
it - m '" <Jut ( j ,A, (-' .T( . P "p fl <p
(a.g)
jacket energy equation
Fl ,U All
v(TJin -7,,) +V--c (T - 1'.,)
'./ 'Jf!.T 'J
(:3.10)
3.3.5 Constituitive Relationships
Fill :: j.~lttI + FUm
V
11 ::::: 118 + P!lif.
(:3.11)
(:3.12)
3.3.6 Equilibrium Points
F" := FIIlI'=F(Jut(' (:3.13)
\I;, = Constant (3.14)
0 = FmCAin - FoutCA - Ff(CA,T) (a.15)
0
>'v UA/{(F) , (:3.16)::::: FinTm - FoutT - C f(C,I, T) - C (T - 1'.,)
P 'p {J 'p
0 FJ , UAlI (:U7)= ~(7'JI7I - TJ) + "-O(T - TJ)OJ J{JJ '.1
These equations have to be solved simultaneously using numerical methods once all
of' the parumeters and ranges of inputs have been defined for the CSTR. All the
equilibrium poiuts for T, Gtl and 1'.} must be obtained.
Note that equations 3.8-3.10 are derived in appendix D. The subscript e denotes an
equilibrium value.
3.3.7 Dynamic R.esponse
Without solving the numerical equations for a paru..ular reactor it is more difficult.
to predict. the t:rpl' of dynamics that will occur than it was with the tank. It is
however possible. froIIImathematics and physics. to obtain a good idea of the type
of behaviour to expect and also to know what aspect of t he reactor is critical in
determining the type of dynamics that call occur,
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At. every equilibrium point, then' will b« it pole ut the origin ill the 8 - plane This
is due to the integrating action of tIl(' tank as defined by equation :3.7. Equations
a.1:! and 3.9 are inextricably linked by the chemical reaction as the first gives the
concentration of the chemicals and the second their temperature, As the chemical
reaction proceeds, till' concentration will chang!' and heat will lJP generated caus-
ing changes in the temperature, Bl'l'aU1'C these two states are so tightly linked
oscillatory behaviour is a definite possibility.
\Ve know that a single bi-directional chomlcnl reaction occurs within the reactor
which results in another system staro, Vet. This state is linked to the state ~fT and
hence! the interaction between the temperature of the reaction and the concentration
of the products could result in oscillatory transients or even sustained oscillations of
the temperature and concentration. This is dependent. OIl the nature of the chemical
reaction and catalytic effects as well as the effectiveness of !lIP cooling jacket.
The final set of dynamics to be considered are till' fluctnntions of the temperature
of tho liquid in the cooling jacket (see «qnation 3.10). Since one of the poles of the
system is the result of the integrat.ing effect of the tank and hence fails on the origin
of the 8 - piane, this means that three poles remain to be placed, Because poles that
have a complex component COUll' in conjugate pairs (due to the differential equation
having real coefficients), at least one pole will have to hi! on the real axis.
Hence if oscillitory behaviour is going to occur, two of the states will make 11 complex
conjugate pair and tho third will act all 11 first order system (ie it. will appear on the
real axis). The remaining pole is the pure integration (equation :l.7) which results
in a pole at the origin. Figure 3.'1 shows a block diagram of a linear system which
could represent the CSTR at an equilibrium point.
Figuie 3..1: Linear System Block Diagram for the CSTR
Taking into account tho fact that the transfer of energy is predominantly from the
CSTR to the cooling water, the dynamics of the cooling water is usually first order,
leaving the only two states whose dynamics remain to it n,' conjugate pair of poles
ill till' .' - pluiu. as tit!' eoucentration and tomporaturo. Houcn, the only part of' the
CSTH equations which can p;iVl' :';('('011(1 order transient dynamics or steady state
oscill» tory behaviour is the chemical reaction.
3.3.8 Standard Control
The standard control that is used by chemical process engineers til control 11 CSTR,
usually consists of volume control and temperature control. If tho volume control
of the system is strong this results in the integration pole been moved far into the
lefthand plane. Essentially the aim of volume control is to maintain the set point
and reject the disturbance of changing input flow rates. The actuator is flip output
product control valve, If the integration polo (the one related to the volume) is
moved far enough into tlw left hand of the 8 - plane then the cnntinulty equation
can bl' ignored as the VOlUIIW will essentially remain rcnstant at all times. Hence
the equations can be simplified and tho only remaining dynamics am those caused
by temperature and the chemical kinetics.
'1111' ternperaturr- control uses the flow rate of cooling water Ihrough the cooling
ja"kl't as the means of controlling the temperature. Temperature control is more
expensive than volume control as it requires a complete rcdesigu of the reactor (the
coohng jacket is part of the reactor). If the cooling jacket size could be reduced and
tlw temperature is less controllable, the reactor could conceivably 1)(' produced at a
lower cost,
If the cooling [acket control system is successful ill controlling the temperature of
the reactor then the dynamlc cansp(1 by temperature will usually be Iar into the left
hand plane and appear on the real axis. This is due to tlw fact that the cooling
~:rOC(,SH will have a damping efl'ect (it dissipntes energy).
The dynamics which will probably 1)(' specified when doing a ('ont;::>l design will be
thos« related to the temperature and concentration (states 1'C.·1 and VT). These
would Ill' controlled using the cooling water and an attempt must. be mado by tho
control engineer to achieve a fmit riso time while' avoiding excessive overshoot. The
speciflcat ions would Iw decided on by using t.lie model and other chomlcal engiu(,pring
infon iation.
3.3.9 Extra Information
Most chernlral reactions an' of 1111ll'h highor llrti!'l' than one, pS1H'cially the organic
rhemirul reactions found ill petro-chemical systems. Tho t hvurv n-lntinn to chemical
kinetics is the study of the dynamic interaction of chemicals with time and usually
the equations are expressed in terms of concentrations for liquids. The rule for
chemical reactions is that you have one new atate for every reaction. So for one
reaction, you luwo one state (ie (:lw dynamics are first order), for two reactions you
have two states and hence second order liolinviour. So if you have throe reactants
with the form of the equation A "'"' B ~ C then you have two reactions and hence
they result. in a second order differential chemical kinetic equation.
3.4 Simple Pump and Valve
3.4.1 Description
The pump is the standard means of propelling process fluids from (HlP place to
another. There are many different physical coufigurations of pumps, all of which are
suited to particular clr-umstances, The most. common form of PUIllP in chemical
process industries is the centrifugal pump. The fluid is assumed to be incompressible
(ie liquid). The model presented here Includes the control valve as part of the mode].
Most pumps in chemical process systems are accompanied by a control valve. Simply
leave out the equation for u and set I' = 1 if no valve is present.
,
'v,,
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Figufe 3.5: Pump
3.4.2 Assumptions
• No chnna-s of state Of chemical reactiona occur.
III TIll' model will ouly hold for incompressibln fluids (liquids) .
• Tho dynamics introduced by th« motor and pump rotor an' ignored.
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• TIw mass of the metal walls an' assumed to be negligible so that the' thermal
inertia" of HIP metal can IH' ignored.
• Tho heat transfer between the process temporat urn 'J' and the surroundings
which have a temperature Ts is described by an overall heat transfer coefficient
where Q "" UAII(T - Ts).
• The viscosity is dopendent 011 temperature (lilly.
• The densities inside the pump an' assumed to be constant which makes Gp :::::
C" and permits the use of enthalpies in the derivation instead of internal
energies [19].
• Hydrodynamic effects are assumed to be negligible.
3.4.3 Variable Descriptions
A = pipe cross - seciianal arm
All = luuit trans] (~ra7'(~a
Gp = heat ca.pacitll of liquid
F = [lourrai«
L = length of pipe
Pp(F,T) :::::pump cluirucierisiic: SltT face
P" (P, 11) := system ciHlTacirri,qtic siir] uw
7' = normulized 1101Iwr iusnit
Tl = inetantaneou» liquid tcmperciur»
12 ::::delaycd output liquid temperature
7in := incoming liquid temperatur»
Ts = temperature of ,~jLT7'OlLndings
'll :: linear normalised valve llPPCtU7'C
U = ()1'('1'(l1lheat tromsf er coe] [iciesv:
to = lincar normalized ualue input
It(T) ::::liquid vi,~c()sity
p := liquid c1cnsifll
T,. = valve time c:()n,~t(mt
r :-::::delus] f7'l1711 input to ouipui
Constant
Constant
Constant
Output
Constant
Function
Function
Input
Output
Output
Inpnt
Constant
State
Constant
Input
Function
Constant
Constant
Output
J/ kgK
m:1/s
kPa
kPa
l\.
](
t:
K
kg/ms
kg/m:!
1/,~
3.4.4 Dynamic Model
continuity equation
elF ..4
== -L[Pl'(F.r) - P,,(F,u)]
lit {I
(3.18)
energy equation
(3.19)
valve time response equation
riu
dt
1-tv -1l)
T"
(3.20)
3.4.5 Constitutive Relationships
T
LA
F
::= Tift _. T)
(:3.21)
(:3.22)
(3.2:3)
3.4.6 Equilibrium Points
The following equat.ons need to be solved simultaneously to get the equilibrium
points:
P (3.24)('
by solving
P1.(P,r) :::::: P,,(F,ll) (3.25)
T1(t) -. k17in + k2Ts (3.26)
'Il v (3.27)
whore
kl
[TAil
,_ .....
iT All + FpCI>
k~
FpC»- iT .-ill + FpCI'
Note that equat ions :1.18-3.20 an' derived in appendix D. The subscript f' denotes
an equilibrium vain!'.
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3.4.7 Dynamic Response
The dynamic response of the pipe and pump is usually very much faster than any
of the other chemical processes. The dynamics are all essentially of a first order
type (that is the poles appeal' on the real axis). The dynamics which have the most
impact on the entire chemical systro : vhcn 11 control loop is implemented around
two units joined by a pump and pipe is till' variable transport delay. This feature
of the dynamics iHvery difficult to model ill it nonlinear system! and causes a great
deal of' difficulty with stability when using feedback control.
3.4.8 Standard Control
A simple proportional controller is used with the pump and its associated control
valve. This essentially linearizes the system and can even further improve the dy-
namic response (make it faster).
3.5 Proportional-Integral Controller
3.5.1 Description
The proportional-integral controller is a common feature in chemical processes. It
uses some type of input obtained directly )1' indirectly from measurement equipment
and sends a control signal to an actuator (usually a control valve). The measuring
instrument can be nonlinear.
Figure :l.6: PI Controller
3.5.2 Assumptions
• Noise is assumed to be negligible.
lIt is possible to \1St' hif(h order dolav difforennal 1''1uatioll,' which are cumbersome ant! compu-
t atiunallv intensive.
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• Th-: sensor is assumed to have no dynamics but may he non-linear.
3.5.3 Variable Descriptions
g(q) :::::nonlinear sensor output Function
K, :::::integr'ator gain Constant
/(p :::::proportional gnin Constant
q = variable SenM)7' is measuring Input
v :::::output of PI controller Output
w :::::integrated sensor output State
3.5.4 Dynamic Model
integrator equation
d.n
elt
== g(q) (3.28)
3.5.5 Constitutive Relationships
(3.29;
3.5.6 Equilibrium Points
g(q) ::::: () (:J.30)
3.5.7 Dynamic Response
The controller on its own results ill a single pole at the origin although when used
as part of a feedback loop it will have 11 low pass filter effect (a lag controller).
3.6 Conclusion
The development of unit oporution models has proved to be an intricate task. There
is however much that has been learned from the process. The fact t:HLt a great deal of
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information can be gleaned about the behaviour of the unit just by creating a model
for it is very important. This information needs to be documented in a standard
format which can Ill!used again and again by practicing engineers. In this W'w their
time call be used more effectively in the analysis of the effects of linking the model
to other units. If a large enough library of unit models could be built it would shed U
great deal of light on the control design process. The proces 1 control engineer would
be able to approach apparently intractable chemical engineerir.o; problems with a
great deal more confidence and hence build a model which could predict possible
failure modes, instead of relying on a black box approach.
Although nonlinear analysis of the system is the ultimate aim in this dissertation,
it would be totally worthless without 11 logical and transparent model development
strat.egy.
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Chapter 4
System Model Construction
1.1 Introduction
'I'll" approui Jl that. is taken III this chapter is 0111' of illustration. A mndol for 11
siuiplo mixing S,rstPlII is mork-llod llI;inp; tIl<' units cll's('rilH'cl ill (,WI!>t!'}'a, 'I'ho linking
procedure is illustrated by til(' combination of the chemical process units, A standard
numbering trvhniqun is also suggested, again by illustration. From the resulting
model, initial informatlon about. th" svstem II, 1!,1tWIl,
Tho ai-n of dovolopn.g It model of this form is t.o onuhle model order reduction and
uonlinoar anulvsis, Also il allows fill' tilt' unalysis of' the intoracnon between difforont
units.
4.2 System Example
I'IIP following systl'lll comhinoa tho units described ~o far into 11 simple chomical
IH'()('PHS, This PUll'PSS involves thl' mixing of two liquid rourtauts which tllt:\ r(',H~
to J!l'Ot!II!'p out' of t h« original react ant H, Essoutially Ihis react.iou is au auto ('111niyt ic
n-nrt inn where t.lu- (!l'iSil't'dproduct is ono of (hI' n-ar-t.mts. TIlt' rhoiuicnl ronctioi, is
d,'s!'l ihod by Ill!' ('qu;': ion A ,o~B.
'I'ho units haw lxx-n givon tilt' Iollowiin; numbers:
1. Tunk A
:.!. Tank B
a. Pump and pipe A
4. Pump and pipe n
ii. CSTR
n. Product pump and pipo
I
\'1
In-
Out
III ['l- ~
.....-----'
cw-
Out
Out
Fi!!;\Jr(~.1.1: Simple Mixing Process
·1.3 Linking
A pa('kagl' would normally III' used but is not ll('('pssary in this dissertation since t hI'
methodology hi helng illustrated. It is helpful to write out all of tho dynamic models
'If tilt' units that make up thl' system as (lUP model, TIlt' unit 1I1Odl'I equations are
given in chapter :1.
dVI
lit -
dWlTtl -cit
(H~
zx-
clf
d(V:.!T;z)
""dt
elF:!
dt -
dT:!
dt .-
cin:!
dt :::::
elF!
"dt
_.
elV"
~F ==
tl(Vr,CAr.)
tit
dO'!;T:;)---;u- ~
dTJ5
tIt
dl'fi
dt
d7ci
-J{ -
dun
'7ft
_.
(4.1)
l' 'T' F. 'i: Uti·1IIJ (1' 1')"mPml - '(ltdI 1--(-,--- 1- 81
PI '1'1
(4.2)
(4.a)
r. '1' l' l' U~/lm (1' t. I~2n2 2n·:J ~ 4011t:.! :.! - _._--" _. ~ _, S'~.
P~C.12
~lJ:I(r:I)A:j1/:I(Il:J) + ([Jout:l -lJtn:l)A:17/:1(U:l) _ !!..D.haAJ1/.1(1L:l} _
~~ ~~ ~
j!:I(1:J)l~1
(4A)
(4.5)
flaA:l'r/a(lta)
Fl (1' T) U;JAJl;l (1' T)T7 171:1 - :1 - -;:;--(' - :1 - S:I
1':1 1:I(l:l '1'3
1
--(11:1 - lL:l)
7,':1
l~1l.1(7',dA.!7]I(ud (1'm!!! -lJ",·tlAlrrl(1l.t) f/.:.l/qAt71t(U.l)... -~-+ ---_.__ -
fl·\L.t fl·1 D.I L I
/1··1 (Tj)Fl
(4.a)
(4:1)
p.\AI tit (Ut)
Fl (T. _ 7' ) _ r~IAlI.1
- T , m·l ,I T' C'
Y.J I.tp.j '/"\
1
"" -(11.\ '-111)
7,',1
(4.8)
(.t.!))
(.Uo)
(·1.12)
(·nl)
(·1.15)
(·1.W)
TIll' above BPt of equations glvos no kleu as to how they at'l' linked tllgpthl'I'. Thill>
tilt' next S;t'P is to Iink tOgl'tlll'l tho apprupriato variubloa based Oil the layout of'll<'
physical system. \VI' ncromplish this by muking it list of all till' variables that ar«
r-ither directly or indirectly oquivaleut,
JlII,,':l "" ]I"",
7~":1:.::;:T,
1'111" "" T:I
P'lln"> := 1';1
JlIlU!·j :::::11m;,
Tm·j = 12
TUm ...:.::::1'1
FUm;.:::: FI
Jlmh "" Jlou!;,
'Ij"n "" T;,
P "" PI !:: f'2 ::::::P.l ::::::p·l ::::::{l" ::::::PI;
l'in;; ce F.·lin" + Pmll"
7~nr."" C.·\tH"TAin + (1 - C;\Ill:,)T{lm U:hllr.:::: lA!~
4.4 System Dynamic Model
dFI
ill
._
d(1'l TI)
""=«:
dl~
ill ::::
dn~T:~)=t«: ...
elF':!
ill
dT:\
elt -
dU:1
<it
.-
tlF\
tit
~
(UH)
}' T. F 7' - ~l .4,1Il (T} _. 'T.,)'ml ",1 - :1 1 ,
1'1(1'1
(·U!J)
dTI
elt
dnl
elt
dl';;dt ,-~
Ts) (4.26)
(4.27)
(4.21\)
('1.2!))
(.t:lO)
dr.!5
dt (4.31)
dTl;
di -
dun
ill ==
f/(;A(j1/Ii(UIj)
[i;' ('" 7' ) [THAllH ('" 7')-;- .Lil - G ....". R"";_' -,- .L(i - .".hi h(l(;C",5,
_.:_ (1'(; - U(i)
T,.(j
(4.:32)
(4.:3:3)
(4.:34)
4.5 System Constituitive Relationships
C"lan"
FI-- FI + F\
CUm"
FI._
1'\+FI
JllItttl
P!lT'1 + 111111-- At
P!l12
]111ut2 -. --- + 1)m2A~
}JrJut;1
f1!l1 ~,
+p",;..,~~ ~;-
(4.a5)
(·1.aG)
(.1.:37)
(·l.a!))
4.6 Assumptions
'I'll!' Iollowiug assumpt ions are made wi thill til" equations, TIll' other assumptions
art' dolincd for each unit in chapter a.
an
All = Constani
Assume densities reruain approximately constant
throughout.
Constant at atmospheric pressure'.
Constant for tank and pipe.
Constant for tank and pipe.
Constant for CSTH and output pipe.
Assume the temperature of the surroundings is
t lIP same for all the units.
The reactants mix 011 entry into the CSTH and
reach an average temperature between the two.
All the units have constant heat transfer ar(,118
which do not vary with liquid volume.
Pm 1 :::: Jiin2 = ]1m:'
C1.l =C1.:I
Cp2 = C1'l
CI':,=CI'(i
Ts "" T.'!l = '1\2 =: Tss ::::T.'!.l "" 'I\". :: TSIi
4.7 Variable Descriptions
The following variablos !lOW have' new moaning due to tho fact. that tho units are
now part of it larger system. The rest of tho variables ar« described ill the original
variable descripticns in I'll: ' a.
4.7.1 Inputs
Flow into tank A.
'Iumperature of' liquid flowing into tank A.
Flow into tank B.
Temperature of liquid flowing into tank B.
m:1/8
tc
11I:l/·~
tc
1':1 Normalised pump power innut for component A.
V;l Normalised control valve signal for component A.
1',1 Normalised pump power input for romponout 13.
1'4 Normalised control valve signal for component B.
F.rr. Flow rat!' of cooling water,
7:Ttn:1 Incoming tmupl'mtll1'e of cooling wntvr.
1'(; Nonnallsod pump power input for output mixture,
Vii Normalised control valve signal for output mixture.
4.7.2 Outputs
TIll' states of the system 111'1' not always ill tht' desired form. 1'0 they have to bo
converted into a usabl« form. The' table showr "low gives the outputs of the
system ill terms of tho states of the system. '1'1l('8(,outputs are tho varlables of the
system which Gall h« measured physically,
F~
7:1
Pt
T.t
C (\'("I'lA~,:= F!)
GIn,:::: 1- CA!i
\/"
71 - (\Wi;)
[J - \'~
Volume of liquid in tank tt
Temperarure of liquid flowing out of tank A.
Volume of liquid in tank 13.
Temperature of liquid flowing out of tank B.
Flow rate of component A.
Tcmpernture of COlJlpOIH'nt. A just beforo t.11(' CSTIl.
Flow rate of component 13,
r 1>(,[01'(' the CS'1'R.Teruperature of COIllPOllP'
Fraction of component A
Fraction of component 13 ill output stream.
Volume ot liquid in the CSTR.
Temperuture of the liquids flowing out of tho CSTR.
Flow rate of the output products.
Temperature of th~output products,
4.8 State Space Equations
J(
maiN
1\
711:l/8
«
«
mall'
tc
'I'he next step is to convert all of the equations into a forrn which can be easily used
in mathematical analysis. This requires that constnnts hI' condensed into single
variables, till' states Ill' identlfied by numbers rather than letters and tho svsnnn of
equations lll' subdivided in such it way as to fhdlitate mathematical analysis.
h -. Ill'!'-"" [IIlit
~r,\ .r»
.b - !J.t,,-=- + 12"'::' + !lIUl11~ + kt
;fl J~l
.h :::: (L2;r~ + b~U:1
(.iAO)
(·1..11)
(4A2)
(,U:l)
:hi ==
Xi .-
,rR ::;;
:tn :::::
;ho ;:;:
,i'll -.
:h2 ::::
1:1:1 ::::
( .j:r,,· + iJ:lll(j
hn(;!:!l):rH
!l2 I ( ) + !t:lhn(J:lO) t h1h1i(XlO) + fpj,f:lh1i(XIO)
!Ii :1:'0
+!t(jhl (~l7 )hn(:l:lO)
f x·l. J..(lop!:!! + 17:rR- + J lH:fR:r!1+ :,1
J':l
Cl{i:!: III + b.11tH
(·lAG)
(,1..10)
(4.47)
(4.4S)
(4..19)
(-1.G5)
(,UiG)
(,Ui7)
'1 he constants used in th" previous set of equations an, defiuod in the lilLowinp; table,
(1} ~-=- '-1
II" "" .:(!.' ,\.ill
\'-1P('1''!
(I!) "" -1
a 14 '"" ':(8;i~~
b;1 :-," ~.I.
'1,1
it ",,-1
h'''" I'~i"
l» "'".d.J.... 1'/",
f - ::.2~It,:\,1,1 .~. [- .. (-
117 "" _,I"-1
lzi= 1
fit "" ~.lirdWi.
,_.,j I1C'l~
f'U) :::: ;:JJ~~,~. [,Ii
1'1'1::::.1,. . ,,;
,tJ:1 ;;:.0 r:h:
h.t!7l7) :::::~1)·1(1'tl
h?l(1LIIl) :::::~l)(i(rti)
h::. :::: I'~A 11','[:"
- pCpJ
lLl "" /<;,,}
11:; ~ 1':1
?In ::-:::p./,;
Xli :::: 1-;1
:r!l az TI
,1'1:1 :;c: \ r,'Il-,
ll;! '"'" _. J
llti ",,::.:.1't'.,
Illll
Ill'. ",_1
, TH',
h! '" ,.L
r-~lrti
I"~ :!.:.d,J.l.i.L;.
6,0 p( Jll
f,' ~,~h,.·\.!., " 1,:(
f .. 1, 10 -. 'j'i
III ,~J;~~:0.
JI~"'"\:~
h~""1
hi :,'f,~:.~¥f;:
I'lU ,",' ~h,E..!!!!~, JlL ..
f ,.j:1,1 "" T;~
II! (ur,) == ~1I:{ (1':;)
h,,(;rn) ~=111('1\)
h!J(,r l!i) 0:; {l,d 1(,)
I, _. f',·lu/J'"
h~~ :-- ~rit(-:;~
u'.!" 7'tul
II" :::::7'a
Itt!) ::: 7:'111:'
;I'lll"" Ii!
,fj.! '" 1:",
ill
I FJ.:;,
I,j ~c; r)"
Is= -1
h= :J~,~::
fll ::,
f ...... .!Ll!, I., _. I.., ·I~
hI ~~-1
Iss= 1
h, ~"\ i~
hI c:'" 1:
fll := 1
h~(;r(i) =" It:I('I:d
h,i(;r!f») "" 1/t(1t.j)
hI1l(;1'17} "" 7/G(Uh}
k I ,.;;L!,Jll.ilii
'. \ ·tlle 'JI~
11:\ "" Filt2
ILII :::: rti
.1'a ::::; l~
,I'7:C:; 11:1
XII ,,~ V"
:/'10, '" F1;
I1x "" 1
(11" ;:;;: :J'::'4Ill
~ I'JrIC '.11',
It pt po.!
h,~ .:...!Lh
~ L..·h
!J2 ,:~ T+
fu, ::::;;}~
hu ,,,,-1
f)·! '"' ~•.:.~
... 1'( 'I:,
f,.~"" ..:.:.l..
II. 1':1(.
h~c:c ;;}~
!/~'-"1
Ita(:rj) ~:::7/:1 ( 11:1)
1 (,ru .ill) - f (C'" l' )17 3:11' Xli ..._ !i > rH'p !"l
k ~.;;L:L::'lLLfr.
1 0(",,1
k,. "" f~'.,;:lu.~
, It,p( J1~'
lq =::: 7jl1~
,rt :;:::l~l~
;z:x c-:: F.I
:rl~"" If,CM,
.rlli "" l(i
Wl)('1'(, thn (~{ll'flid('ntll, variables awl functions according to their t.yP('S art' :
a linonr sl,ttp ('OPffil'il'llts
b linear input t:o('lIidents
f nonlinear state {'odIid('llts
P; nonlinear input ('{ll'Hidents
11 functional relationships
k constant values
u input. variables
x statp varinhles
,lO
TIll' system should now be linearized and changed into tli(' form:
~x = A(xo. uo)~x + B(x(). uolAu (·1.58)
This results in an A matrix of 17 by 17 which is sparse in the sense that th« majority
of tho coeffieIents are zero. TIll' next step would II!' t.o aunlytically solve for the
eigenvalues which are of great importance in rr.idel order reduction and bifurcation
analysis.
Solving for eigenvalues analytically is not feasible for large complex systems. An
alternative t.o this approach is to put. in the numerical values or ranges of values
and solve the equations numerically. This approach however b too cumbersome as
it results in 17 dgpuvalues which are not directly linked I) the dynamics of any
particular part. of the system. This makes model order reduction unnecessarily
diIIicult.
Once the entire system has been constructed and analysed for interelationships be-
tween the states it can be decoupled into functionally separate units. The most
successful practical approach is to obtain the numerical values or runges of values
for the system concerned and apply them to each unit separately, The dynamics of
each of the units is evaluated and the models are simplified depending on the speed
of the dynamics required in the overall model by the engineer. For process control,
the high speed dynamics are often ignored and that is what will Ill! done in this
work, however, they could be included if the I',~)blelll required them to be present.
The control usually used for PItch unit that has boon described is also included ill
the unalvsis of the dvnamics.
4.9 Conclusion
Tho linking of the example illustrates three things. Firstly that the systems WIl-
structcd by linking unit operation models are large and unwieldy. TIll' second point
is that there is g!'nerally no analytical solution for most systems created this way as
they an' nonlinear. The third realization results in that. even solving the equations
numerically is practically useless Information because the S ilution of the lineariza-
tion process which giws t.he system poles at different equilibrium points are not
linked explicitly with the system parameters.
'I'he solution tu this problem is to decouple tho system into small!'!' manageable
subsystems ami nualvse each 011(' separutoly and t hon compare t IWIll to each other.
This is is discussed ill t lu- succeedinr; chapters.
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Chapter 5
Model Order Reduction
5.1 Decoupling Units
5.1.1 Decoupled Units
As illustrated in chapter 4, the Systel'lS created by linking the models for various
units together are extremely complicavecl. The order of tho resulting set of dif-
ferential equations is too high for :)l'actical analysis of the system. It is therefore
neccessnry to reduce the order of the system, Their are two ways of doing this. The
simplest method which is illustrated here is decoupling tho umts by comparing the
speed of their dynamics and looking for obvious independence of state variables.
Each unit must Ill' examined and it must be determined whether t.he speed of tho
dynamics in that, unit will be comparable to the speed of dynamics of units to which
it is connected, Also each statu must be! examined for dependencies and those which
are negligible in comparison j') the' rest of the dopendencies call lw ignored.
If tho speed of the dynamics of a system is it number of times f-t~tI'r or slower
than that of a system to which it is lnter-eonnected, then the effect of the inter-
connection of til!' units can be modelled, either by an instuntly changing variable or
by a constant value respectively. The instantly changing variable is used ill the case
of dynamics that are very much faster and the constant value is used ill the cas« of
dynamics that are wry much slower,
An important question that needs to lll' addressed is how much Ioudbuck thoro is
between two units. If Ior instance the back-pressure down it pip!' has an approciable
d[pct on tho flow rate out of a (,prtain unit. it lllay Plf('c\ till' volume ill that unit and
hence WI' would not b« ahle to decouple tlIOS<' units allli analy;;!' them H!'parat.dy.
1')• w
D, -oupling in chemica: process systems is influenced by the transport. methods used
to get. produces or reactants from one point to another. In most instances the flow
rate of a substunee, whether it be solid, liquid or gas is regulated wing some form
of feedback controller. Hence in chemical process systems the equations can be
decoupled using phy.,j. ,.1 reasoning.
An example of this method of decoupling is the case of liquid transpo-t. The pipe
and the pump with its associated control valve often form a buffer between connected
units. This is due to the fact that the pump offsets any back-pressure because of
its feedback controller, This effectively means that all li [uid units can be modelled
as being conectcd together by set flow rates with pure delays. The temporture of
the liquid however is not decc"pll'd from till' other unit, while the pressures are.
The temperature is transferred with 11 loss dependent on the at ount of time the
liquid spends in the pipe. The amount of timo that t.he liquid spc.uls ill the pipe is
dependent on the flow rate. Thus ill the liquid systems used in the system example
the pressure is decoupled, while the temperr+vre is only decoupled in the reverse
direction.
The fact that the temperature is not completely c;,>coupleci is not a major problem
because it does 1I0t feed back into the previous unit (ie then> is no term for the
downstream unit's temperature in the unit's mudd - unlike for pressure). Hence if
we define coupling to mean that the variable appears in both tho m.idols of the units
ill question. then temperature is by definition already derouplcd Wl' have ignored
the dynamics associated with changes in temperature in the pipe for the sake of
simplicity.
Equations 3 18 through 3.20 give 11 possible dynamic model for a pipe and 11 pump
including a control valve. The set "f state-space equations is third order. If 11
proportional controller is UHPc! to maintain the flow at ~l constant rate then the
equations become:
elF ..~ [I',;(F. r) - 11,(1", II)] (5.1)::::(it p ,
clT F _ l: Au (T _ 'I:.,.)== V(T", - T) (1i.2)Ilt ~.c;
du
'!"((P* - F)K - u)
cil
-. (1i.:3)
T"
'UlI' followilll!: block diagram shows t ho structure of t he simpl« proportional rout roller
F* +0..I~ ...I. Pump- L/ll'
l._------'
F~--.--....
Figure 5.1: Block Diagram of Proportional Controller for Pump
P* is the now rate set-point and K is the gain of the proportional controller. It can
reasonably be! assumed that the system is stable for a largo enough value of K which
ensures that the steady state error is negligible. Thus the system is statically (1,,-
coupled '18 allY bark-pressure will have v' "y litt! .. dfect OIl the flow rate nquilihrium
point. This will of course only be true if tho pump is powerful enough to provide
the required pressure rise. To ens:.rn dynamic decoupling (,Iynamic decoupling is
insensitivity to sudden changes in pressure), the {lump must be able to respond suffi-
ciently quickly to changes in pressure. Tho dynamics of the associated control valve
also have to be taken into account, For tho pump-control valve pair to dynamically
decouple the units. it must respond much faster to the change ill pressure than the
process or reaction does.
Usually the system is designed in such a way that the pump and control valve ond up
with dynamics which are very much faster than those of the process (except, in the
case of explosions], Thus the complex model presented ill section 4.4 is simplified
to the following static model. Note the variablo dolav.
A == lliJlc C7'OS.~ _, 8I'cti01!CL1 (l1'ea
P == flow7'(de
kF := /lOWT\Lt(' anistaut
Output
Constant
Constant
'lm~
m:1/s
k" :: hra: trans] C7' (,Ollstant,~ Constant
L == length of pipe Constun, m
Pl'(P,1') :.:::pump chuructrrietic surj acc Function hFa
P, (P. 11) == "1/.'/('111 churactcristic SIlT'J (lC(' Function i,'Pa
'I') == inste.ntel7lcou., liquu! trmprruture Output 1\
1~:= delaycr[ output liquirl tr71l1It:(ltU1'1' Output 1\
1~n"" incomino liquid irmpcrnturc Input 1\
7:" tcmpcruturr of surrtnuuiituj«
l' ',0'; tutrmulisril /17I1'U7' l'U/VC' i7l11llt
T "., delu,IJ J7'I))1I input to (lut]llLt
Constant /(
Input.
I Output
,1,1
FI' (5,1)
hv solving
['1'(F,.,.) I', (1<'. ll) (5,5)
TI == kl1ill -t k/rs (li.(j)
L,.4
(5,7)r "" 'F
'12 (t,) 1't(t - r) ([i,H)
where
kl
UAll
"" (TAll + FpC1,
k~
FpCII
[TAl{ + PpCT1
Tho pump and the control valve nr« dpsignpd for normal oj.ernting conditions, In
cnses when pressures rise so (Illicitly that the pump and the valve can no longer
dynamirally dPI'ouph' till' units, the approprintc l'af('\.yvalves noed to Ill' instnllr«!
to protect upstream and downstream units from dalu<tiV',
Another possibl« approach t.o th« problem of dynamic dl'l'oupling is to design the
systnm in such a way that IPHS high speed dccoupling is required. This would require
that at tho dpsign stage. ttl{' system would he designed in such a way so as to allow
11 dpgrp(, or dynamlc coupling. The em'ds of hi: coupling coulrl be predicted using
nonlinear modelling and bifurratinn theory as outlined ill chaptt-r (j, Systoms could
ovou ill' dpsigIH'd to produce ('Pltaiu type;; of nonlin 'tr behaviour if it had S(lUW kind
of advantngo (SUIH'riOI' mixing properties. l'tel, An example of a possihl« way this
could 1)('nchicvod an' dis('usspd in chapter H,
Now that w« haw illus.rutod t.heproblema encountered when linking units via liquid
t.rausport we nro roadv to illustrate t.lu' prurnss of drcoupling.
TIll' d('C(lllpling of t IH' snnpl« mixing system 11l'PSl'ut('(1 ill chapt ('I' ,1can IH' dono by
making use of the' simplified modol of tho pump devolopod iu equntions fi"l·Ii,H, TIll'
1'I':O;II1t,or roplnclng tln- dynamic model with the static model. dll,et.iv!'ly docouples all
of tho units. Tit!' reason t hb happous call 1)(' S('('U bv looking at. figur« ,1.2 ill rhuptor
,I and not icing that all til(' units an' joined using t he pip!' and pump, B,\' then
l'lJlubillintJ; that iufonuntion with t.h« Iacts outlined above concoruhu; tho rontrollod
pip!' and 111l111Jl, Olll' can s(,p that ovorv unit is d!'coupil'd from ('WI'Y ot.ner unlt ill
t('1'IIlS of t.lu-ir iuput and output 11l'!'SSIll'PS Tho tompvrat-iros Ill' till' Iluids ill th«
S,V,.tt'lll an' only pl'Upagatpd fownnl, t hat is t.hor« is no ji'pdba('k pat h in t h example
system.
This results in only the CSTR having a 1<101'1' complex model than a simple integra-
tion or a first: order lag with it delay [ie it is the only unit worth analysing). The
result is that the CSTR can be modelled as a separate entity to the other units and
their impact can then hn assessed at a lator stage. If 11 control loop encompassed
both one of the tanks and tho CSTR for some reason, then the time delay of the
liquid flowing along the pipe would have to be taken into account. For linear systems
this is relatively simple but for nonlinear systems it creates a great deal of difficulty
as there is no equivalent nonlinear tool to the Laplace transform as used in lineal'
systems', The result of decoupling is essentially that the entire mixing system can
be treated as just a CSTR.
5.1.2 Closely Coupled Units
The following section describes a system consisting of two units which are coupled
in such a way that. their mathematical models are very difficult to separate. The
system shown is lsot hermal.
CAn
Fo-1'0
!In
Figure 5.2: Isothermal Gas Pressurized CSTRs
The two gas pressurized tanks are joi .ied together by 11 short length of pipo and
a valve The feed gas is pumped into tho first chamber whore it docouiposes into
another gas. It then passes through till' pip« ami valve into tile second tank where
it, further drx-omposos, Th« final product, PPSSl'S through a second pipe and valve
into a Htor<~p;('tank which is 11('1<1at constant pressure.
Till' following analysis is used to develop the model for this system. TIll' gas pres-
snrized reactor is not lll(' of the units modelled in chapter a. The result is that the
methodclogv for ('ImstrlH'ling complex system models from individual units is not
-'i'rllls dues not meau that dolavs run not 1l(' achu-vcd ill noniinear ',n't('II1' hv 1ll<',IUSof dolav
diff('[('ntial oquanons Th",!' «quannns however an' usuallv Vl't," hi~h nf(kr and h!'IH'(' rumhrrsomr-
to u~w iL."i oIlI)(j~pd to L,tplan' trilw;l'onns
to.lowed, but the model is developed from a model given in [19J.
The following relationships are adapted from [19].
FI ::::: {¥,Cn 1
F'2 == f¥Cn '2
A[jPl. PI
PI == RTI ::::[111"'1,1 + {I - y1)AI8J RTI
M"P"}. P2
P2 == RT2 == [1I2M,1 + {1 - Y2)Mn] RT2
C,41 == PI 1/1
RTI
CA2 :::::: P21J2RT.!
(5.!})
(5.10)
(&.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)
(5.14)
The variables are defined 11.<; follows :
F"
densities in the system
pressures in the system
gas constant
temperatures in the system
volumes of the tanks
J(
HOWH through the system
ky/rna
kPa
1/" mole fractions of reactant A in th, system
PII
P"
R
,H" averag« molecular weights
MA molecular weight of reactant A
MIl molecular weight of reactant B
C\'n valve sizing coefficiunta 2
'l'he following assumptions where made about the system in order to simplify it :
• The system is assumed to he isothermal.
• The relatiouship between the rate of flow through the control valve and pros-
sure W1'.8 assumed to be F '"' (\. ';1'1 ~,/" .
• The l'eal'ti'lll is assumed to be of the form 2A ~ B.
~Th('!i(' ur« the control input~ to tIlt' svstt-m a.'<thev rhango a, tho apcturv of tho valve it; increased
ur d(lcrei.L.t,;(lc},
The total continuity equations are written as follows:
VI rlP1 puFo _ P1F1
elt
T!2rlP2 _- F P.v PI 1 _ 1'2 2
rtt
The component continuity equations are expanded as follows:
Step 1
StC]! []
Finally writing out the entire dynamic model:
d
-l (111PI)It
d )-(I/"P.,dt ...
(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
(5.21)
(5.22)
(5.23)
(5.24)
The two units [tho two pressurized gas reactors) could he considered as separate
entities. The model which .W1S constructed to represent these tanks. however, reveals
that they are ultimately linked via their pressures. Berause the pressures in the tanks
vary <1.<; til!' reactions proreed, thl' rates of flow. PI and I~ vary. This affects the
concentration of the products and hence till' reaction r'II.('. It becomes clear that the
tanks art' closelv coupled units and cannot be analysed sepurut.ely,
·18
This system illustrates the fact that sometimes it is impossible and perhaps (wen
undesirable to decouple units. It would increase the capital cost of building the
gas system if a pump and l~ control valve with its associated control system were
placed in between the two units, If the model is a reasonably true reflection of the
physical system and if the model can be properly understood for all the regions
of operation, then physical decoupling could be made uneccessary, There could be
other important. reasons to decouple the system which must of course' be taken into
account.
Although a system such as this, may not be able to be decoupled, it may still be
possible to reduce the order of the state-space model (See section 5.2).
5.2 Model Order Reduction
5.::'1 Scaling
Scaling is essentially a process whereby 11 model's order is reduced or the number of
variables involved is reduced. Scaling is used to simplify partial differential equations
and to help in the process of creating sets of ordinary differential equations. The
resulting equations are easier to solve but still produce sufficiently accurate results.
This process is used extensively in simplifying chemical engineering models which
usually result in high order partial differential equations.
Since the model equations in this dissertation are already assumed to be ordinary
differential equations, it follows that scaling, if it has to be done, has already taken
place. There is however Due form of sealing which is still applied in this dissertation
(time scaling) which is discussed ill section 5.2.2. A simple introduction which is
by no means exhaustive, is outlined here (Sl'(, [20j fill' a detailed treatment of the
subject),
Scaling essentially consists of two steps:
1. The process of uon-dimensionalization.
2. TIIP removal of "irrelevant" terms,
The equations have to first be convert I'd into a form where the terms can be rom-
pared. To do this. the variables haw to 1)(' nonnulized by dividing thorn by their
·i!l
maximum expected value, so that the value of the transformed variable will always
be near Due. The coefficients that result from the original ec ation and the n01'-
malisation or non-dimensinnalisation process determine which terms outweigh other
terms and hence' the equatious can 1)(' reduced, The process itself is described in
more detail ill [20j.
Scaling however has a weakness in that. the models are sometimes very sensi tive
to small changes in a variable. This results essentially from an over-estimation of
the maximum value of a variable in the normalization process, Hence although the
scaling process helps to reduce models, it does have a serious weakness in that it
requires prior knowledge of the ranges of variable values.
This problem is part-y offset by the use of simulation on the original equations and
then comparing the results.
There remains however a distinct possiblity that once a system has been sealed and
even tested at a set of general operating pt. ints the model could be totally wrong.
This can ultimately, only be corrected by physical experimentadon.
5.2.2 ODE Model Order Reduction
Once 11 simplified ordinary differential equation has been obtained via the proccess
of decoupling and scaling, the resulting set. of ordinary differential equations can
be reduced using time scaling. This could have already been dono in the sealing
Pl'C)('PSS, but often it is IH'Upr to leave the time scaling until the system control can
be determined (control has a profound pff"et: on the time constants of the system).
To use the chemical engineering methods for time scaling (which involve approximate
estimates of the residence times for reactors, etc) is considered less effective than the
standard control engineering techniques of linearization and s - plau« analysis at th('
extremes of the parameter values. For example it is uneccessary to 'normalize' the
time variables, as long ns we have an h1:'a of which processes are faster and which
processes are slower, and we need then decide (on the basis of 0111' control objectives)
which arc the dynamics which will be included in the model,
The set of differential equations which will be used to lllustratu the process of model
order reduction are equations 5.25-5,28. They were obtained from the mixing system
detailed ill chapter .j after the system was decoupled ill section 1i.1.
liO
dV
F!T!-~"'I (5.25)==dt
dWCI)
== FmCAin - F"utC,.1 - T,/ f(CA. T) (5.26)rtt
d(VT) XV UAll(V)
(5.27)F",Tm-F(luIT-Cf(C.bT)- C (T-T.J)dt p '1' fl '1'
ar,
~I (T.Jin - T.J) + UAH(V) (T - T.J) (5.28)cit -- \.J V.JfJ./CJ
This set of equations is described in section 3.3. The equations can be simplified in
the following manner:
1. The fact. that the volume is usually held constant by the use of feedback control
is assumed true in this case.
2. The dynamics of the temperature of the water in the cooling jacket are shown
to be much faster than the dynamics of the temperature of the process liquids
and hence the dynamics of the jacket can be ignored.
The first point depends on the fact tliat the volume of the tank is reasonably large
compared to the flow rate and hence is insensitive to changes in the output flowrato
for short periods of time. This is the low-pass filtering dfeet of an integration. This
combined with feedback control designed to keep the system at a constant volume
results in an essentially constant volume which is quite insensitive to disturbances.
The second point depends on the fact that the volume of the cooling water in
the jacket is very much smaller than the volume at the liquids in the tank. This
means that the cooling water will take a much shorter time to heat up or cool down
than the liquid in the tank. Hence the dynamics associated with the heating and
cooling of the cooling water art' much faster than the dynamics associated with the
heating and eoulllg of the process liquids. Because the dynamics of the cooling water
temperature are so much faster than those of the reactants, they can be treated as
an instantly changing quantity for all practical purposes.
The following technique can be used to determine whether it is valid to aSSUllWthat
the jacket dynamics an' negligible for a particular system. The parameter ranges
shown in table 5.1 where chosen based on those obtained in section 7.2.·1.
The approximate speed \)f the dynamics should be calculated for extreme values of
tho parameters. If mort>confidence in the results is required, more points should
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I Parameter I Range
CAm '!). 1]
[:., X 10-°,1.5 X 10-5] m3/s
[1 X 10-5,;3 X 10-3] m3/s
(:nO,330j J(
(300, :~20] J( _j
I [O.l. 0.2] m3
Table 5.1: CSTR Parameter Ranges for Scaling
be used. The analysis has to be done for a linearized system, with nonlinearity
accounted for by using a lange of parameters. A second order linear system can be
represented as follows:
(5.29)
The poles of the system can be determined using the formula:
9(8) = dct(d - A) (5.30)
where
A ;;:: [ ; ~ 1 (5.31)
This results in the following polynomial in 8, the roots of which are the poles of the
system:
9(8) = 82 - (Il + ii)s - qel
111.2 == ~ {(a +iil ± 0a+ ii)2 - 4(a + ii,)qij}
(5.32)
(5.33)
The aim here is to analyse the interelatiouship between the cooling jacket and the
reactor temperature dynamics. This can be done by taking all of the equations in
the reactor model which contain direct references to the cooling water temperature.
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Looking at equations 5.25 through 5.28, the only equations with direct references to
the variable TJ are :
dT
cit
sr,
dt
= Fill T _ Foul T._ ~f((J T} _ UAI!(V} (T - T )
V·", V pCp ..\, l'pCp J
FJ UAp(V}
:= l'!(TJin-TJ)+ ,I C (T-TJ)
'J JPJ 'J
(5.34)
(5.35)
These equations must now be analysed to establish tno relative speed of their dy-
namics in order to prove that the system can be decoupled. Equations 5.34 and
5.35 must he linearized. It is important to keep ill mind that when equations are
linearized, we assume that it is done around some equilibrium point. Tho actual po-
sition of the equilibrium point is not that important here as only an estimate of the
dynamics is required to establish whether the dynamics are sufficiently different to
justify decoupling, This means that only a range within which the equilibrium point
would appear needs to be supplied and usually this information is known by the de-
signers of the CSTR. It is important to remember that ill the linearized equations
all the state variables and inputs become perturbations around a set. point.
The linearized form of the jacket and reactor energy equations is shown below (We
-ssume F = Fin = Fout holds - reactor fluid volume is held constant) :
(5.36)
(5.37)
C.'l can be considered an input because it. is 110tdirectly related to T.' 'I his results
in a second order system, which is linearized in equations 5.36 ,.,: 5.37. We now
need to determine the positions of the poles for all of the par~'U','Ler ranges. The
!'quations need to he converted intc the form given for the standard second order
system shown in equation 5.29.
Table 5.2 gives the values of the constants required for the solution of this problem
t taken from r-ppendix A and chapter 8) :
Equation 5.38 is used to calculate the heat. transfer
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I Constant I Value I
n
1;0 ljJill
(52 ! 320
'Y 2.667 x lO-4
r: 400
p = PJ 1000
Cp=C.l 4200
VI 0.05
A -7.56 x lOR
A 0.3
Table 5.2: Constant Values for Scaling
Au(V) 2(1' {!;.+ A) (5.38)
where A = CSTR cross - sectional area
(5.39)
1 uts to the equations are not considered as they have no impact on the position
of the poles of the system (they do however effect the position of the zeroes). By
comparing equation 5.39 and 5.29 the following relationships can be determined.
= F A 811 UAll(V) (5.40)a y pCp or C,I.;l~ vic;
a = _ UAu(l'l_ F.1 (5.41)VJPJC.1 VI
UAulV) (f).42)(/
FpC-;:-
cJ
UA/l(l") (5.43)
FJPJCJ
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Therefore WI' now have to determine the variations of the states, inputs and func-
tions which effect the position of the poles. This involves calculating the maximum
variation of the chemical reaction for the variables, T and CA. The var;·,I'L~ CA
and T are simply limited using the reasoning outlined in section 7.2.1 to CA "" [0,1]
and T == [270,370].
The only nonlinear part. of the problem is the chemical reaction partial derivative.
The maximum and minimum value of the chemical reaction coefficient for the entire
range of CA and T !leeds to be calculated. The first step is to calculate the fo-mula
Of
for -:ii"
:=
(5.44)
thus
Uf
aT
'Y { C 'J ,,,. .., "}2aj3 - .1- + 2C.IC)1 - [I~+ 2n- (5.45)
The first thing that can be observed from equation 5..15 is that the temperature
has only linear terms which result in the fact that only CA remains in the partial
derivative. This means that the only variable which will cause a chango ' the slope
of the reaction rate is CA. Now what has to be determined is the maximum and the
minimum value of the reaction rate slope. This can be done by equating d(~.1 Hf. to
zero in order to obtain the maxima and minima. This «quation is quadratic HO we
only expect one minimum or maximum point. The nr.merical values for n,f'l, 'Y and
ell are found in chapter 8. The results are as follow'; :
d Df
dC,.laT
hence the maximum occurs at
= 27 J {-2CA + 281}n/~ (G.46)
1
=: ell =-
2
(5.47)
hence the maximum is
oj
oT
substituting in the values of
C,4
af
aT
of
aT
(5.49)
[0, 1]
for (:':\ = 1
'Y .. J 'J
--~ (-c\i + 2n-)
2(~rl
2~i3(-clf + 2151+ 2n< - 1)
(5.50)for eA:= 0
(5.5~ \
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LI~arallH'ter I' R<l1lg(:__~~ I
l
ifl,I-' ---, -f-=3-.-i(Mx it) i, 2.!J(~a x HI-1Tl
F [li x 10 ",l.r. x 10-"]
I ~' [o.l. 0.2]
LPI [lxlO""xlO"']
"',,1)11' G.a: CSTR Parumetor Ranges for Scaling (Simplified)
IW know
(G.52)
IIPlH'p tho minimum is
iif
iJT
'Y (' " 1)= -- 2n" --
2url '*
(5.53)
TIU' numerical results for tile variation of 7H, are :
Of
IJf (5.54)
Table 5.:3gives the variations of tho relevant parameters :
Using the information in tables 5.1, 1.2 and 5.3 concerning all of the system param-
eters and states we get Ilguro 5.3 which gives the variation in the position of tho
poles,
TI1(1smallest ratio of the time constants of the [acket and reactor temperature dy-
namics \\,11' found to be 12. The MATLATI function jacket.m (8('(' appendix TIl was
used to draw the picture and obtain the ratio. The zeroes shown in tho pole-zero
mup are irrelevant and should be ignored. Duo to tile fact that the jacket tempera-
turn dynamics have b(,I'U shown to be much faster than the reactor dynamics, they
call safely 1)('iguorod.
Using the reasoning outlined so far, equations 5.:';5 through 5.28 can be reduced to
the following dynamic form :
\ .~/EJ. __
elt
\,rlT -0=
tit
(5.5fi)
F 7' - P 7' _. ~f(e T) - UA}/(\") (7' - '7' )
tTl UI on! t: .'\t r: .1
fl 'I' P 'I'
(5.fi())
fiG
Figure 5.3: Reactor Jacket Dynamics
and tho following ronstit uitive relationships:
F :::: Fin::: Follt (5.5i)
1
(5.5S)TJ == -k -l-{klT.litl + k2T)
'1 + '2
wher«
kl =: F'.,p.lCJ
k2 :::: U flll(F)
This reduces the CSTR from a fourth order system to 11 second order system which is
more easy to analyse. It will not always he possible to reduce the order of a system,
but for every reduction ill order of tho system there is a corresponding saving in the
amount of calculation to be performed.
The CSTR ill now a second order nonlinear problem, which although 110t analyt-
ically tractiblc ill ninnv cases, dol'S reduce tho amount of numerical calculations
substantially,
Chapter 6
Bifurcation Theory
6.1 Introduction
Bifurcation refers to a sudden change in the' elution of 11 system of equations. When
the system of equations represents a model it is referred t.o as a change in hehnviour
of the system being modelled. '1'11('1'0 are essentially two types of bifurcations, static
and dynamic bifurcations. The types of dynamic systems can also be broken down
into two groups, discrete and continuous. TIl(' models used ill this dissertation are all
continuous as most chemical processes are modelled using continuous time models
(partial or ordinary differential equnf lUS).
Static bifurcations occur in a continuous differential equation when an equilibrium
point appears or disappears as a system parameter is varied. This can IH' illustrated
using Dufllngs equation.
it := :1:2
a:.~ :::: :t~l - x:/- :r',! + It
where It is the model parameter
(6.1)
(G.2)
Tho position of the equilibrium point can be drawn for It vs .11' Figure G.I is
constructed by considering tho equilibrium points of equations 6.3 and 6.4.
;d J'\ --II "" (l (G.a)
~r~ -. (l (GA)
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Solving equation 6.3 for Xl as /l is varied in the range [-lUi, o.s], gives the bifurcation
diagram shown ill figure 6.1.
-1 ...U5 ..0,4 ..O~-02 _01 ~-::O'::"2-~03:--~O"'.--o'05
It
Figure 6.1: Equilibrium diagram showing a Static Bifurcation
Figure 6.1 Sl!0WS that for different values of /10, the number of equilibrium points
changes. For instance, in the range [-0.37,0.37], for instance the dynamic system
has three eqvllibrium points whereas in the range (-ex -O.a7] the dynamic system
has one equilibrium point. This can be seen in the di.L;:,ram by drawing a vertical
line at the 1'01(;v<1.11tvalue of II and noting the number of times it is crossed by the
equilibrium point curve.
The important thing to note is that at some point tho three equilibrium points
abruptly disappear and are replaced by a single equilibrium point. This is known as
a static bifurcation. When doing the bifurcation analy is of 11chemlcal system, this
is the first set of information that is required.
The next type of bifurcations that occur are dynamic bifurcations. Thos« do not
result in the appearance or Jisappe11rance of an equilibrium point but rather in a
change of dynamic behaviour around the '~qu:libriul1l point in question. That is, the
stability of the equilibrium point cl, t,lges when a dynamic bifurcation occurs. There
are many different types of dynamic bifurcation w hich can occur, some of these are
illustrated in section 6.:~.
The van del' Pol equation, given by equations {l.v and 6.6 Illustrates the concept of
a dynamic bifurcation.
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(6.5)
(6.6)
From 6.5 and 6.G with Xl == () and :i:'2 =: 0, it can clearly Ill' seen I l!at, fo all values of
It the number of equilibrium points remaius the same, namely, t.il(' point (0,0). No
new equilibrium points appear and the existing equilibrium point never disappears.
However the behaviour of the system is affected by the change in It. If the stability
of the linearized system is analysed at the equilibrium point it is found that, the path
traced out by the poles of the linearized system for 11 changing It is shown in figure
6.3.
He
Figure !i.2: Dynamic Bifurcation Diagram
The relationship between the stability and the parameter fl' can he clearly shown by
plotting the real part of the poles vs u: Figure 6.3 gives this relationship.
The examples givou ln this section dearly show the dHf(\l'\mcl' between statk and
dynamic bifurcations :
1. In static bifurcntions the number of equilibrium points changes after the bi-
furcation occurs.
2. In dynamic bifurratiuns, the same number of equilibrium points exist on ei-
ther side of the centre manifold (before and after tilt' bifurcation occurs) as 11
changes However the qualitative dvnamlc behaviour of till' systr-m changes.
no
0'r"e~_~
11 <It
t'nstab}(·
Rr ,0'
II
Figure (L3: Parameter Stability Relationship
\V(! can also see how important bifurcations are. and Low they radically affect the
behaviour of continuous dynamic SystPIIlS.
6.2 Centre Manifold Theory
Center manifold! theory examines the churacterlstics of a system at the critical
point for dynamic bifurcations, The critical point occurs when changing a system
parameter has caused the system to become marginally stable around 11n equilibrium
point. Marginal stability is usually structurally unstabkr'. By finding the equilib-
rium points of a nonllnear system, linearizing' tho system around each of those equi-
librium points and observing how tho eigenvaluos of the linearized systems change
with changes in system parameters, it is possible to determine when the system is
on the centre manifold and how it is behnving. This is very important information
because, "t.lw nat Ul'Pof tho bifurcation i::; determined by the dynamics OIl the centre
manifold l~tthe blfurcation point." (2.1]
The systurn is on the CPU!1'!' manifold when the real part of the poles of the linearized
system (at a purticular equilibrium point) are zero. This mr.ans that the poles
m'p OIl t he imaginary axis. TIH' poles an' usually" on the threshhold of crossing
IA centro manitold IS ,\ manifold of a nonlinear dvnamic system and is analogous tn 1\ linoar
subspuc« fIll' linoar S~'st('l1lS (fill' it definition of iuvariaut muniiulds, 1'''(> [2.1]),
JA svstvm is structurally uustahh- If au intinitesiruu! ch,U1!1(' in it parameter dl<l!I!\!'s til(' system
st uhilitv (Sl''' [2Gll,
:l~tlnH'tilU"S S,I'St<>ltlScan hill'<' po!<'s that 1ll0\'P from till' lolthand plan» onto tho axis and then
luuk into tlu- !t'ft hand plan« or "in' l'prSil ("'f' p.l j)
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the imaginary axis with the system becoming unstable (or stable). Note that the
system dynamic behaviour ill dw neighbourhood of an equilibrium point may he
unstable, while the global system dynamic behaviour could he stable. This is because
a nonlinear system can have unstable equilibrium points but still remain globally
stable (that is the output remains finite as time goes to infinity). This is ouly true
as long as the initial conditions are not 011 tllf' unstable manifold.
For nonlinear systems there art' two kinds of stability, global and locnl stability. In
linear systems these' two are exactly the same but in nonlinear systems they can be
separated. The reason fill' this is that in a linear system the structure of the vector
field for the entire state space can he determined by examining the local behaviour
of the linear system at its single' equilibrium point. In nonlinear systems however,
this is not true as there could be several equilibrium points or some other form of
behaviour such as It limit cycle which makes it impossible to predict global behaviour
by using analysis of a single equilibrium point (local ~tability analysis).
A nonlinear system can become locally unstable but remain globally stable, This
happens when a system begiJ';' to spontaneously oscillate as a parameter changes
(as in the case of the van del' Pol equation). The osclllations remain bounded as
time proceeds and hence tho system is still stable even though it is locally unstable
at all equilibrium point. Figure 0,4 shows the output of the van del' Pol oscillator
where tho system is locally unstable at. till' equilibrium point (0,0).
Figure 6A: Output of the van del' Pol Oscillator (It:::: 1)
TIH'l'l' are IT.rain conditions that emerge Irmn centre manifold theory that an' im-
portant. to doterminiug whether a dynun.lr bifurcation co!tlrllmd to stable oscillatory
or chaotic behaviour. These are ncccessary but not sufficient conditions for oscil-
latory and chaotic behaviour. There are strlct mathematical conditions which can
be applied to it system on til!' centre manifold. They are not dealt with here due
to the fact that the focus of this dissertation is the application, f the mathematical
conditions in a useful and practical way. The mathematicul conditions can he [01•..
ill [24].
6.3 Review of Second Order Behaviour
Once the static analysis of the system is complete we know how the equilibrium
points of the system change as parameters and inputs change. This is very useful
information but it is not complete as we would haw llO idea how long 11 particular
process system will take to reach its steady state or whether the SYSWlll is inherently
stable or unstable. (The next step is to gain insight into how i.he system responds as
time proceeds.)
The system must be linearized at all of the equilibrium points. This provides infer-
mation about the local stability of the equilibrium points. It is however possible to
use the information about local stability to form a qualitative picture of the global
stability. By determining how a behaviour will effect the local stability of an equilib-
rium point, it. is possible to identify when a. nonlinear behaviour might be occurring
and use other methods (for example simulation or Lyapunov analysis [2:1]) to verify
its existence.
For any form of nonlinear ordinary ditferential equations, there are a finlto num-
1)(11'of ways the system can behave, This does not mean that this finite set of
behaviours cannot occur in infinite varieties and combinations, but tho behaviours
themselves definitely fall into a finite set of classes, based on the order of tho dif-
ferontial equarions and the types of nonlinearitv present. An example would be a
system with multiple equilibrium points. The classes of behaviour would be finite
(stable/unstable foci, nodes and saddles) while the way these wore combined could
be infinitely variable.
Tile following paragraphs and diagrams give a breakdown of the types of behaviour
which can occur for second order sy,;t('lIlS. Tho list is not completely exhaustive
but covers the most common behaviours. Second order systems :11'1' verv import aut
because parameters tend to dfl'rt poles as pairs (iP two poll'S will move ill a linked
way for a change in a parameter). Moro than two poles may move (iu high order
systems), but they will very often also move as pairs. The exception is a single pole
which always stays on the real axis.
The first type of behaviour encountered is a second order system with a stable
equilibrium point which is Ii node (figure 6.5). It is the equivalent of having two first
order systems coupled together. The opposite kind of' behaviour (from a stability
point of view) is the unstable nodelfigure 6.6).
s-plane phase plane
Figure 6.5: The Stable Equilibrium Point (Node)
a-plane phase-plane
Figure 6.6: The Unstable Equilibrium Point (Node)
The second type of behaviour that a second order system exhibits is a stable 01'
unstable focus. A focus only occurs ill second or higher order systems as it requires
the interaction of two states (sec figures 6.7 and 6.8).
A combination of stable and unstable (called non-stable) equilibrium points is the
saddle which attracts a state when in one region of the phase plane but repels it
when in a different region. This is shown in figure 6.n.
The final form of SPl'OlHl order behaviour which can occur in linear second order
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Figure 6.'1: The Stable Equilibrium Point (Focus)
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Figure 6.8: The Unstable Equilibrium Point (Focus)
systems is the centre. A centre is usually a structurally unstable behaviour in lin-
eal' systems. He. iiltonian systems however, are structurally stable on the centre
manifold. A Iricitionless pendulum is 1l.I1 example of 11 hamiltonian system (because
hamiltonian systems are not dissipative which is rare in normal engineering prob-
lems). The centre behaviour consists of n, sustained oscillation with au amplitude
determined by the initial conditions. It has no SI t aljl' ':'ude of oscillation as the
limit cycle does. Figure tUO illustrates this behaviour h~· ,'pra: initial conditions).
In addition the dynamic behaviour that can only occur ill a nonlinear second order
system arc the stable and unstable limit cycle, as well as multiple equilibrium points.
Multiple equilibrium points are essentially any combination of the equilibrium points
,~iven so far. It must 1)(' kept ill mind that only certain kinds of equilibrium points
can exist together. A way to illustrate this idea is t.i imagine two unstable equi-
libriuru points in the phase plant'. By making a qualitative drawing of til!' possible
trajectories of the system in the phase plane. one will realize that a third equilibrium
(Jr.d
1m
s-plane
Figure 6.9: The Non-Stable Equilbrium Point (Node) or Saddle
s-plane phase-plane
Figure 6.10: The Centre
point (of different stability) must exist for the system to exist (it becomes m the-
matically impossible to create a system with only two unstable or stable equilibrium
points - hence such a system cannot exist). Figure 6.11 shows two cases of multi-
ple equilibrium points (the s - plane diagrams am the same as those for the single
equilibrium points already described).
The limit cycle is similar to the centre in that it results in a sustained oscillation. The
difference however between the limit cycle and the centre is that while the centre
will oscillate at an amplitude dependent on the initial conditions, the limit cycle
1111., a set amplitude which is independent of the initial conditions. A frictionless
pendulum would be an example of a system which could be modelled by a set of
equatlons which exhibit centre behaviour (the greater the initial force, the greater
the amplitude of the resulting oscillations).
A limit cycle however is a form of dynamic equilibrium. Figure 6.12 shows the phase
plane representation of 11 possible limit cycle. The s-plane illustrates a possible
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2 Unstable Points & Saddle 2 Unstable & 1 Stable Point
Figure 6.11: Multiple Equilibrium Points
position of the poles of the nonlinear system when linearized about the equilibrium
point. The unstable form of the limit cycle is similar to the stable limit cycle in
structure but has the following differences. The s-plane has the poles in the left
hand plane and the system flow moves in the opposite direction in the phase-plane.
Thus an unstable limit cycle intitially looks like a stable equilibrium point.
1m
x
-----j---- ........Re
x
s-plane phase-plane
Figure 6.12: The Stable Limit Cycle
The weakness of the method presented in this dissertation is that the linearized
analysis is only valid in a local neighbourhood of the equilibrium point.. The size of
the neighbourhood is not specified. This is an important weakness as it means that
it is possible to have a system which appears stable but may become unstable for
certain sets of initial conditions. The rea..son that this happens is shown in figure
!i.13. A way to detect whether this is occuriug is to be very careful (that is simulate
the system for a range of initial conditions) whenever eigenvalues cross the imaginary
axis.
The simplest way to tt.st for this is to ensure that at least one simula' 1 is done for
the stal-!« equilibrium point at an extreme value of initial conditions. I'his may be
!i7
outside 1)1 lil' it
<'y('lp
o ""Stable ('(luilibriun
point inside limit cvcl«
Figure u.13: Unstable Limit Cycle Showing Regional Insrebility
increased to several if this behuviour is suspected for the systelll being analysed. All
alternatlvc is to use Lyapunov function analysis if it is possible to derive or obtain
a Lyapunov fUUCI Ion for the system. This approach however will not be dlacussed
in this dissertation,
Higher order systems are essentially collections of poll's as either linked pairs or poles
011 their own, This means that by observing the movement of poles in the s-plane,
the poll's that are important from a stabili ty point of view can he determined, All
that matters from a bifurcation point of view an, the poll's which mow across the
imaginary axis (the nonllnear system buhaviour OIl tho centre manifold). Essentially,
qualitatlve dynamic behaviour of the system is determined by the behaviour on tho
centro manifold. All that the higher order system allows is tho possibilit.y of' more
interesting forms of nonlinear behaviour, TIm bifurcations however art' still very
similar. Hence tim informatlon that is obtained for tim second order system is V<H'y
helpful for higher order sy:-. ,; and tho methodology will work exact ly the same
for any order system (withi : reason, that is. it is limited by your ahlity to mnnag«
a larp;namount of informationt.
6.4 Identifying Bifurcations
Ttl identify bifurcations WI' rely 011 the holuwiour of th« system on the centrv mani-
fold I,lil'" section li.~). Obtaining this lnformatlon directly is often tedious and also
lit'
takes specialized information to interpret (see [24] for mathematical methods). An-
other approach is not to bother solving for the case when the system is on the centre
manifold, but rather to look at th« behaviour of the system on either side of the
centre manifold. TIll' chances of the system behaving qualitatively differently for
parameter variations increases as tho parameter variations are increased. Thus the
variation in t he parameter should bl' kept small with respect to changes in the be-
haviour. This means that the amount the poles move' for a given change in parameter
should 1)(' kept small.
Once it has beeIl ascertained that a system's stability has changed as a parameter was
varied, then the type of bifurcaticn can be determined by observing the system bef -re
and after the bifurcation. Usually. either oUP real or two complex conjugate poles
will cross the imaginary axis simultuneously (although it is possible to construct
examples for which this does not occur). This means that uie behaviour of second
order systems becomes very important for all orders of systems (except obviously
first order systems).
Once the bifurcation has b(,('11classified as either static or dynamic then it is further
classified using the charts shown in figures 6.14 and 6.15. Note that there are some
bifurcations which are not; covered here but developing more chart entries should not
bo too complex. Often tho more complex blfurr-t.ons represent structurally unstable
cases valid only for a singular value of a parameter ami hemet' can be ignored for
practical purposes,
OIU'P til!' hifurcatlon has bonn classiliod as uccurntely as possible using the infer-
uatio .• ul)tai!wd from till' .mearizatlon process it call IH' analysed using different
numerical methods, If then! is confusion as to what kind of bifurcation it is (as in
the C'l.~f' of 'lw Hopi' bifurcation). the system will have to be simulated at (1 set of
appropn: ,(, parameter values. The cases where there could b:> confusion are those
whore global stability has to 1)(' d{'\ermiul'd. The method of linearizing at the equi-
librium points, while being a powerful I, chniquc can IH'Wr determine tilt' global
stabilhy characteristles of a system. As h.. heen shown hOWPVPI" it can IH' a useful
tool for reducing the amount of siumlatlun " i rich has to bo done to dotornune gillba~
stability. What this essentiall- means is til,., while the engineer call narrow down
the search for nonlinear behaviour using this method. simulation, along with other
related methods (for exampl« Lynpunov function analysis, Lyapunov exponents)
remain the only way of charactnrizhu; complex behaviour.
Onco tilt' hifurcatlons that a :;y~t!',11 oxhihits have boon defined it [WCOllH'H ;,nssihll'
til desigu till' systeui ill ~Il('h 11wav so a~ ttl pith!'!' oxploit 01' avoid cortain nonlinear
lHl
behaviours which would never have been considered before. The analysis can also be
performed on existing systems and used tf) predict w hat will happen if the operating
point were adjusted because of changing requirements.
-----1-----< ....11
Saddle Nodp Bifurcation
Ttanscritlcal Bifurcation
J' -:
-----.1"- ---- -II
Pitchfork Bifurrution
---- Stahle Brunches
- - - - - Unstable Brunches
Figure (Ll4: Chart of Simple Static Bifurcations
Figures (i.1-1 and !i.11igive' two rhnrts for dassi(ving blfurcatlons, those wore created
using information from [lel] and [2.1J.TIl(' dlagrams in tho chart are called bifurcation
diagrams. Bifurcation diagrams represent the equilibrium surface of 11 system for
change ill a single parameter II, that is tlu'y graphicallv represent the solution to
til(' problem *(11) "" O. Stuble surfacos (lim's in till' ('ase of' equilibrium points) are
ropresonted <1.0; solid while unstuhle surfaces are dotted.
iO
1m :rl
/ Stnhle FocuH
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1m XI
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1m ~1
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RI' ____ - _II
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Figure 0.15: Chart of Simple Dynamic Bifurcations
6.5 Conclusion
The theory outlined in this chapter gives a synopsis of the practical ideas which
haw emerged from nonlinear theorv, especially the branch that deals with sudden
changes in behaviour \ bifurration theory. TIlt' theory \lSI'S Uncal' th(~()ryto begin
to interpret tho mol" complex nonlinear behaviours, TIll' aim is to us!' nonlinear
theory to narrow down the search by excluding well understood behaviours and
hence WtiUCI' the amount of detailed analysis (simulation. etc).
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Chapter 7
Nonlinear Analysis
.~ 1
I •.L Overview
This chapter dis!' IHl.;('S the analysis methodology by making use of tho SYSt(,1ll ex-
umpk. (SI'" chapter 4), The methodology is Illustratod in tigure i,1.
Stati« Analysisr-----------------------------------------,
I
I
Visualize vectot-
fleld magnitude'
Solve , .nuo: ically
..... for syseem
('(tuilibrium points
------,._-
l~r~H~n~(~l:ll~II:H~H- - - - - - ,- - - - -j- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I
r------------------- ---------------------,
I
Simulate system
..... in lornllv unstuhlo
rt'gillns to determine
global Ill'haviour
Linearize tho
svstem and
calculnte till' linear
dynamics
~~l till' bifurcation
....LlllySiH
-----------------------------------------_.
FigUH' 7,1: Analysis Methodulogy
7.2 Static Analysis
7.2.1 Limiting the State-Parameter Space
Limiting the Htatp parameter spa('!' is uuothor way of sayill).!; that all tho variables,
including both stutrs and pununetors arc' limited to sonu: 1/1 + 'II liuwllsiollal spnco,
whore 'til is the number of stat!'s (tho order of tilt' dynamlc model) and n is t.ho
m-inbor of variahlo puruuu-ters. TIll' stutos and parumcters haw to lIP limited to a
sot of rangos t0 make analysis feasible. That is. analysis can often not. be performed
for infinite rnuues of variables. In almost every engiuocring problem (if not. ovory
problem). the l'allgeH of values of the parameters will he limited t.o some finito rang!'.
Limiting tlu. rau).!;!'sof the values of tltp st.at!'s and puramutcrs results ill Hom!' m +n
dimonsiouul volume being filled in tho stato-purnmetor spac«, For example, ill a
three dimonsional stuto-pnrumotor spuc«, till' limitarion of tho parameters would
result in a 1'!'c~tallglllal' parallelepiped volumo if all tho st.at.ps and variables wore
varied Iw(.w!'ell rousl.ant limits. Within that. VOlllUW, equilibrium points rould be
found fill' varying parameter values.
In tIl!' cnso where the aystum has two slatt's and (HlP parumoter (m :::::2 and 11, :::; 1),
the equilibrium points would doscriho <In's ill the state parametor spnru, This is
[w('aus!', as the parameter is varied, tho position of t.hl' eqnilibrium points could
chnug« continuously, It: is also feasible for equilibrium points to appear and disappear
as t.hn parameter is varied, 'I'll!' «quilibrium points could abo IlIO\'(' in a rllscuntinuous
manner.
'T Ill' st.atf' puramotor s(la('!' must hI' divided into discrete points, so that. annlysls C11n
procoorl. 'I'll!' vector field, formed by tho stale oquutions is visuallzod iu difforont
ways lin' til!' changing pnrumotcrs Ilsing uumericnl methods. 'I'll!' IlS!' of muuorical
met hods requires thnt the problem bo dlscrotized. This IH'()(~C'ss is further discussed
in st'diou i.2,:I.
The way that t.1H'ranges of til!' parameter» and stat,('s are dotonuined using physical
reasoning is bused on prnct leal limit utious. This IlI'!H'C'SS would lIP different for
t'\'Pl'Y rliilorcn 'Y(ll' ol' problem, It is however a rclativolv simple prores», as it. doC's
lIot require a high dl'grt'P of ;\('('lII'a('~' but just "ball-park" values, As IOllg as all
Ilu: renlisti« behaviours of tht' system will hI' runtniued within t.ho stute-pununeter
:;pa('l'. t h('11 thr rauAC's assiguC'cl to t lio vnrinblos aro suliicient.
To illustrutu hIM this IlI'O('C'HS II'onT,1 usually IH' rurrkxl out. tho lollowiug oxamplo
is given based on the simplified model of section 5.2. The simplified model obtained
for the CSTR was:
riCA
dt =:
dT
elt -
F. FyeA'" - pC,\ - fleA, 1') (7.1)
!:_~T, -!..'J' _ 2._f(·~ 1') _ U ..411(V)
t! ITt l/C·' . A, C'l!
I , fI '1' P '11'
[1' - F C 1 [J:1 (V) WIPJCJTJIII + U..41IW)T)] (7.2)
.IP.I '.I + .r IT
Thus there are two states (GA and T) and 6 variable parameters (GAin, F, FJ, Tin
and T.lin, V) as well as 3 constant parameters (Cp, U an I ,\). All the parameters
could be seen as variable parameters, as many of them will change over very long
P(~ri()USof time. TIl<' ones that have' been chosen as variable! parameters are those
which would he inputs. These can then be varied and the resulting response of
(.!1(> system determined, Stop !,(!SPOllSPS I to changes in those parameters can also be
determined.
The ranges of the states and tho variable parameters need to he defined so that
analysis can proceed, Table 7.1 gives tho ranges deckled upon and a short justifi-
cation. As can be seen, it is remarkably simple to establish reasonable ranges for
the variables for this example, At this stage we also define the constant purame-
tors (which obviously don't have a range). TIH' values used C(JIlW from the system
example given in appendix A.
The resulting rauges of the variables W<'1\' obtalned using simple reasoning which
significantly reduces the complexity of the problem. No longer are we trying to
solve a problem with 2 stat!' variables aud {j variable parameters over an infinite
range of values. WI' are llOW limited to a very specific region. As seen in table
7.1, defining the limitations on nne variuhlu will often result ill the l'llngl'S of ether
variables with the S<UIH' physical dimensions aI80 having the slime range.
Only one more definition is required to continue the analysis to the next stage and
that. is tho rate function, f(C~"h T).
'Th~ ouo parumoter thut It would hl' incorrect to do u stop response for, is " (volume). This is
heruuso the VOIUllIl' couldn't dmll~(' instuntlv without an infinite difforenc« in tho input and output
flow rate. It would IH' wrong to dlllU~I' the input alit! output Ilnw rate sopnrutoly from each other
for this model bt-rnuse it violaros il basic assumption 011 which till' model is based. This is a good
example uf how thl' mo.I ..llillg "1l~nH'('r should always he aware of what assumptions wore used to
Cleilt!' til!' model and never violate th"III. Th« model 1.>(,(,OIl1"Sinvalid Ior this experiment.
"Notl' : \\,IIl'11 FJ := 0 th« CSTH mod"l will 1\i\'(' Cl'sults n" though !IO ('1l1'r~~' is dissipated tn tho
surroundings.
;·1
I Variable I Range I Reason
CA [0,1] Fractional concentrations can't be negative or
greater than 1.
T [270.370) Freezing point and boiling point of process
liquids.
F [0,1] 1 rn:J/8 is the design flow rate of liquid
through the input and output valves.
FJ 2 [0,1] 1 m:J/ 8 is tho design flow ratn of liquid
through the jacket input. and output valves.
V [D.O.2J 0.2 is the ma.....cimum volume of the tank.
C,iill [O,lJ Fractional concentrations can't be negative or
greater than 1.
Tm [270,370J Freezing point and boiling point of process
liquids,
TJin [270,370J Freezing point and boiling point of cooling
water.
All(V) [0.6, 1.8!)4] Heat transfer area for V.
Cp 4200 .J / kgJ( Heat capacity of water.
U 400 W/m2J( Heat transfer coefficient.
A -7.56 * 1()8 .l/kg Heat of reaction.
Table 7.1: CSTR Variable Ranges for Static Analysis
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The rate equation 7.:3is defined 50 as to give a limit cycle (the most complex non-
linear behaviour possible with a second order system). See chapter 8 for how the
rate function was obtained. The rate equation is not based on a particular chemical
process but designed to give a limit cycle. It could be used as a measure against
which chemical reaction rates could be tested, to see if they will exhibit this kind of
nonlinear behaviour.
f(C..1, T) :::: 4.445 x 10··n.DT:r2- 4.415 x 1O-fixp~2 - 1.4224 X lO-:l;I:r +
Ui5575 X 1O-:JX1 + 4.07455 X 1O~Gx2- 1.370535 X 1O~:l (7.3)
7.2.2 Analytical Solutions
Analytical solutions are almost impossible to get for most nonlinear problems, How-
ever, there is some information which can be obtained by simple analysis of the
equations. Often, while all of the equilibrium points cannot be analytically deter-
mined, one or two may be easily determined analyr ically, This provides addi tional
information. usually with minimal effort, which c.m help direct the process of nu-
merical solution (choosing startinp; points, etc). Singularities can also be detected
although they may not be able to be exactly located. This helps the analyst to gain
insight into the reason for failures of numerical methods.
It is always important for the analyst to look at the system from an analytical point
of view at the start, so as to detect any obvious solutions and possible sources of
numerical error.
7.2.3 Visualizing the Equilibrium Points
Now that the ranges and values of all the expressions in the set of equations have
been defined and some possible sources of problems or obvious solutions have been
detected, analysis can proceed.
\Vp begin by setting tho values of the variable parameters to their median value. That
is we set them to half-way between the limits. We then proceed to do the numerical
analysis. The first step is to visualize the vector field (ie values of f(C"" T)) in
different ways to give an idemof where to look for equilibrium points. This could be
done using a computer program but it is unneccessary to write a complex program
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to do what a human being can do more effectively and efficiently (the human brain
is the most effective pattern recognition element we have available to us).
Th« vector field must ill' converted into a form which can be visualized by it human
being, If the dimension of the equations is too high, ways must be found of including
that information in 11 gr.iphica: format. The engineer can then determine the equi-
librium points to within some p'~ceptable tolerance (say 5%). A computer algorithm
can then be used to find the f'puilibriulIl points to a high degree of accuracy.
Computer algorithms lJ" d some starting point to work properly and hence the
visualization step is essential. Note that at this stage of the process we are not
concerned about whether the equilibrium points are stable or unstable. We are only
interested in determining their location to some degree of accuracy. We are also
interested in determining how the} ;IlOVC' in the state space as the parameters are
changed. Their appearance and disappearance must. also be taken into account (An
equilibrlum point can disappear as 11 parameter changes).
The system shown is eusy to visualize because it is uisional in the state-space.
The only information that is required about the vector field to determine where
the equilibrium points are, is the magnitude of the fidei. Where the magnitude is
zero, there is an equilibrium point .. The magnitude of the vector field is represented
graphically using colours and shades. The positions of the equilibrium points become
easy to determine providing the resolution of the viewer of the vector field is high
enough. The magnitude of the vector lipid is observed for one set of parameter
values.
Figure 7.2 results from the following set of parameter values in table 7.2. Figure 7.2
is taken of the vector field for values of the state variables defined in table 7.1. The
picture is used to find a set of starting points for the numerical analysis algorithms
implemented in 11ATLAB (sel' appendix B).
From this picture (black indicates It low magnitude (f(C", T) ~ 0)) tho approximate
location of the equilibrium point can be determined. The rate function which is used
for this example is equation i.3. \Ve can observe where the equilibrium point. will
most probably 1)(' (we can never be lOOo/c,sure until we do the numerical analysis).
The approximate position of the equilibrium point. is somewhere along a stretched
out Z going from (0" :WO). through (0.5.320) and finishing at (1. 280). We know
""'otl' This vulue is not half wav between tho two extremes hut :.t till' maximum value. It is
chosen this wav because nortnullv CSTR.s an' dosigncd to oppvrat maximum value (with sumo
oxtra \'o!1UUl' for a safety murgin). Tlu- volume can be docroasod to sr!' the l'ff('ct of changing this
parumotor .
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Variable Value
" C.l111 D,G
F o.i
PI 0,(11
Tzu 32(J tc
TIll! :~20 J(
0,2 m:1
Table 7,2: Initial Stati« Analysis Parameter Starting Point
T
c,\
Figure 7,2: Vector field magnitude
thoro iHone equilibrium point bocause we have a priori knowledge of the system (s('e
chapter 1:1), Evon if this wore not the (,1UlP. th!' values chosen for the starting p lint,
of t.hp numerical aJ11l1,YsiHwould be th!' same, ill the centre of the diagram,
Notl' that at thls st.age nothing is said about the stability of tho equilibrium point
(or r!'gion), TIl(' Pl'OC(,SS '!tat is now followed is OIH' of increasing' and dorrensing
(':tl'!t of till' pnrnmeters while holding th« others constnnt at tl10 original set point,
values (tabl« 7,2) and observing tho resulting changes in position of tho P( .ilibrium
point. TIll' algoritlun usorl, lnrroases tho chosen parameter 11 fraction of till' overall
distance (dvlinod tablp 7,1) and thou spardws lin' the now position of the equilih-
riuui point (using H011lP stumlarrl numerical method), Ouco tho UPW position of th«
eqnllibrium point hal' IlI'pn Ill'! nrtnnn-d, thr- procoduro is repoaf.orl until t.lH' position
of t IH' oquilibriuui point has 1)('1'11 (':-It nhlishod tin' thl' full mllg'<' of that part.iculur
pnrnmotor (while holding t 11('othors coustaut.). This Jll'O('('~S must then 1)(' !'('jH'/ttpd
for all the parameters (this is illustrated in section 7.2.4). Figure 7.3 gives a flow
chart of the method outlined above. This method is essentially a simple continuation
method for finding equilibnum points. One parameter is varied at a time while all
the others are held constant.
Use graphical
representation of
vector field to find
a starting point.r:,
Search for all
equilibrium point.
j-
~
Change one
parameter by a
small lucrcmental
amount.
!
Use the previoush
found euuilbi I-
point as th
starting poin.,
Choose next
parameter to
vary.
Figure 7.3: Flow Chart of Equilibrium Point Finding Algorithm
The Information that is obtained in the process of determining the location of the
equilibrium points must be stored as it will be very important in the next step of
analysing the dynamic behaviour of the plant (this will be done at the equilibrium
points).
The method presented here has several weaknesses. The most noticeable is that
the entire state-parameter space is not analysed. This results in the danger that
some hehavioural r.hallge will "slip through the cracks". This can be reduced by
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doing a moro cornprchensivc analysis of the system which would be far more I irne
consuming, This is recommended but. has not been done because the aim of thi:'
work is to illustrate tho methodolotry, not to eomprehensively analyze a particular
system.
7.2.4 Stptic Analysis of the System Example
The states and paramoters of the model are limited to SOIIle finite parameter space
nsi-ig physical reasoning as per tnble 7.1. The first step is to examine the equations
for any analytical equilibrium solutions which WI' may be able to obtain. Equations
7.1 and 7.2 must be set (HIllal to zero.
o - F F-C·la·! - --C.I - f(C'1 T'F ., V' .'.
F,,, F'1' ,\ f((' T)--·Lil-- -_. 'I -l' 1 V pCII ,',
U;1110') [T __ 1 (F CT· [T 1 (Tf)T)]
(.'T! T.' C" [T1 (T') .I{J.l'.l 'uc+u An ~P '11 v r J{lJ .I + l' II "
(7.4)
o ._
(Vi)
The first thing to note is that this reactor could be treated as 11 batch reactor by
simply s(~tting the !low rate to zern. The torr-nerature could he controlled using the
jacket cooling" water, The resulting set of equilibrium equations 7.0 and 7.7 with
F = Il aro:
heno .
() = 4.·.15 x lO-liC;IT - 4..t45 x lO-!iC,IT - 1.4224 x lO-:lC;1 +
1.555,·' x 1O-:ICA+ ,1.(17455 x 1O-(i1' - 1.370535 x llr;l (7.8)
(7.9)
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() (.U4G>- 10 1i~:I'"- 1.422-1;< 10- !)C} + (-4.·1·1f, x Hr"Tlm +
1.5GG75 x 10 :1)C'..1 -l- (4.0745ii x lW'iT/1U - 1.a70[):15 x 10-:1) (7.lD)
The results from this equation must be in the range CA =:: [0, IJ. Equation 7.10 can
easily 1)(> ~,oj vPt! using the general solution for quadratic equations. These results
reveal that:
1. The position of the equilibrium points in 11 batch reactor of this sort are easlly
determined aualytically,
2. From a static analysis point of view. the other parameters are of little im-
portance (that is, tll('Y have little impact on the position of the equilibrium
points). The parameters that were canceler. out (V,CAtt"Tml haw no impact
on (lIP position of tho equilibrium points. This is helpful information because
we should then expect that as the value of F decreases, these parameters will
have less ami less impact.
:3. There will lIP between zero anti two equilibrium points in the system (11
quadratic equation can have a maximum of two roots).
Another important analytical step is to set certain variables or components of the
equation to zero and observe the effects this has Oil tho solution. This should l
done while taking into account tho physical reality of the situation.
If the volume is set to zero, we find that the equations become meaningless as they
are divided by zero, This is consistent with the ',hysieal reality because without
any liquid, there aro no reactants and lienee no reaction to be modell.u. If however
other variables or components are set to zero, several useful insights can be gained
about. the system being analysed. This was exactly what was done in the ease of
the batch reactor, The flow was set to zero. Now if the chemical reaction is set
to zero, that is the reaction rate function f(C.-\, T) is set to zero then the CSTR is
essentially a tank. This results in tho following sot of equations for equilib, ium:
T
(i.1I)
(7.12)
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'Iablo " "t Parameter Ranges Revisited
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1.:1 = FJfI./C./
1.:2 - UAll
The abovo result. shows us that as the magnitude of f( CA, T) becomes I(,Hs(.ignificant
in comparison to till' flow terms. tho behaviour of til!' CSTH is more like a tank than
It 1'1'11('1.01'. This is as would he expected using sirnple physical reasoning.
The IWX! stop is to visualize the equilibrium points. This is done using MATLAB.
The equilibrium points are visualized for the median values of the parameters. It is
however not ,J lways advantageous to use till' median values for all of the parameters,
This is because a parameter may Ill' at one of the extremes during normal operation.
In the case of tho ('STH this is true for the volume of liquid in the system.
The vector field magnitud« plot, shown in Iigur« 7.2, is used as " starting point for
the oquillbrlum point analysis of tho system for changing parameter values. Tho
rang('s of SOIlH' of the parameters are now revisited and refined for til' next step of
the analysis (rnngos hnvo already been defined in table 7.1): Figure 7..1 illustrates
till' solution obtained fill' the system example when each of tlie parameters are varied
over their entire range while the other parameters are held constant. The diagram
gives the position of tho equilibrium points. The pnramoters not shown on this plot
haw no meaningful Impact on tho position of the equilibrium point over their entire
range for this par+icular centre point ;'. This means that the equilibrium pnint stays
at (0.5, :~20) as the other parameters are changed.
Th« problem with the above results is that several of the parameters We1'(' chosen
in an arbitary way (the median of the extremes). The result is that the effeet of
some of the' important control inputs (for instance the jacket flow rat!') of the CSTn
IW('oIllP irrelevant. Also t he clromi, :~ireaction has a H!'gli!;ahlp impact which defouts
the purpose of the CSTR.
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Figure 7.4: Equilibrium Point. Movement
C,lin I (Ui
Pm I 1 X 10-" m:Jj.~
Fu« 2 X lW'/\ rnaIs
Tin 320 J{
'flul 310 J(
V (l.1G m;l
Table 7.4: Design Sl't Point Parameter Values
When systems are designed however, a specific set. of parameters is required for
a particular tyne of reaction or product, These would be obtained tilrou!.;!i the
traditlonal design disciplines usod ill chemical (,lll~ilH~('rjllp;,This dissertation will
not concern itself with how the values are obtained. All that is required hero is that
there IS some limitation of the stute-purumetor spart and that tll('~(' limits can be
jnstifild. Let us say, that for the S,tkp of mgumt'nt, a designer chooses the S(lt of
parameter values fin' the CSTR as per table 7,4.
In table 7,·1 th« Ilow rate is very small (in romparlson t,l the :,;izl' of tho tank)
and that the flow rate of the cooling jacket liquid is similar when compared to the
inrnming f('pd flow rate. '1'11(\ residence time of the tank (tr ..., ,,",'2:"') varies around
'"
2GOminutes while HIP jacket residence tune (tr.", "" 'I,LL) is -Ll .; minutes.
,tUl '
C.·1m I [D. 1]
};;." 11<" j() ", 1.5 x j()- "I "N,
J-'/", [1 X 1O-5.:l X lO-"jm:l/s
7;" [:110.:JaD]«
T.lm [:WO, :120J I(
yo [0.1,0.2] m:l
fable 7.5: Parameter Variation for Design Parameter Sl~tPoint
I'he chemical engineer then discovers that when the system will be implemented,
due ~.(l va'r:(Ju~ conditions that could occur in the plant. the following variations of
til" parameters (table 7.4) will ncrur as pel' table 7.5.
Uxing th« static analysis methods outlined parlier, the following results are obtained
.;It •Itt positlnn of the equilibrium point for dumging parameter values. Tile analysis
is not complete and 11 far more detailed study would h.: done in tile case of <1Il actual
SYSL>Tll. but the analysis presented is sufficient to demonstrate the concept. Figures
7.5 and 7.G show how the oqnilibrium points in the CSTR move with changing
parameter values. Figure 7.6 shows the area around the set point artel' it has been
magnified snvernl times.
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Figur« 7.5: Static Equilibrium Points
Tho Informution giVPII in figul'e~ 7.5 and i'.1i il' in-omplete in that it dops 1101. give
the relationships between th« parameters and tho equilibrium points explicitly. This
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Figure i.G: Static Equilibrium Points • Mugniliod
lnformntion is presented ill appendix C.
7.3 Dynamic Analysis
7.3.1 Bifurcation Analysis
Bifurcation analysis is discribed in more dl'tail in chapter G. The field of bifurcation
analysis is quite broad and there are several textbooks .vallublo OIl tho silbj('('\. (s{'('
[22J and [2'1j). A brief summary of what is used and how it is used is discussed here.
Bifurcation analysis ill 1;1 (")11,· t is observing the movement of the eigenvalues
which result from th lin "; . i-m of the system around the equilibrium points.
The first ~ ep 1" ;,\ il'viut); this is by finding all of til!' equilibrium points of tho
system for the (j I[('rellt V1l111('Sof the system parameters. This information gives us
tho steady state behaviour of the plant as the parameters vary. It tells us what the
ultimate (t -? (X») output couccntrntions and tumperatures will be as parameters
are changed. This information tlops not however give us any idea of how the system
will reach those stoadv states (cquiltbrium poiuts). It dol'S 110t !'VPt wll us if tho
system will he stable or uot.
Onc« the steady stnte information has been determined (s('(' section 7.2.4). bifurca-
tion analysis can proceed. This involves linearizing tho system at all the relevant"
equilibrium points. Using linear systems theory, the poles of the linear system mil be
determined for changing parameter values. This lnformation is very useful because,
depending on the number of equilibrium points, the changes in stability of the linear
system can be used to give an idea of the global stability of the system, Although
t his information alone is not completely reliable, it helps to predict obvious changes
ill behavlour and once 11 particular region has been understood qualitatively, th'!
entire region and its boundaries can 1)(' dl't!'rmilwd Ising this method, It is impor-
tant to remember that bifurcation nnulysis has to 1)('done in conjunction with other
methods [such as simulation). to improve its reliability.
Section GA givps ddailH 011 how to interpret the results of linearized systems.
7.3.:;': Interpreting Simulation Results
Once a region has 1)('011 established as having SOUI(' form of local instability, that
is tho poles of the linearized system cross t<ll(' imaginary axes from the left hand of
the s-plane into the right hand of the plane, simulation is required to determine the
global stability behaviour, The results of tho simulation have to he analysed by tho
engineer to determine (to some accuraoy) the kind of behaviour which is occuring.
It. is important to remember that on II engineers aro more Interested ill determining
t.he behaviour quickly and with some le'vl'1 of lnnnccuracy than conclusively proving
that 11 behaviour is of one form or another, Usually it has wry little impact. on the
practical situation whether, say fur instance a system is chaotic or just exhibits a
wry complex form of limit cycle, Of tell both behaviours will result in similar output
prodncts if they look very similar to tho nuked eye, This section gives HOllie' examples
of different kinds of behaviour and how to determine whether they are occuring.
The first kind of bcluwiour which 11('('(\;; to be UUcil'l'S\ood is Ihe globally unstable
case. This will occur when the system becomes both locully und globally unstable
simultaneouslv, This is a C'O!J11l10U form of behaviour and will often causo the sim-
ulation routine to fail and return some kind of appropriate messago (for oxnrnpl-
arithmetic overflow). If the simulation time is sufilrn-ntly short. results llIay still br
returned by tho simulation, Thes« will show exponential divergenr« Iroui till' initial
point and haw some wry !arg!' values with )'l'SPI'C't til normal systC'lll results.
In tho ('ast' of global instabilities. it is important to ohtnin au idea of tIll' structure--------_._-,,----
"Urln'fmt rdl'rs t .. "'1lulihriullI pointx that full wit lun tlu- limits spt ill "'1'11011 i.2 1.
of the phase space in tho rouiun of till' IDeal instability, In other words the way that
tho states dHlllh" ';,1) t:,,, as they U10V(' away from tho equilibrium point needs to
\)(' detr-nnined using simulations, This information is prefnruhly displayed in it state
space diagram, The diagramH usod ill section 0,3, Illustrate how unstable and non-
stabl« second order systems will look ill tho "phase plane". State space diagrauis
nre important in showing all local «quilibrium points as well as giving the engineer
11 bot.ter understanding of how the l-lY}"'lIJ behaves in the neighbourhood of these
local equilibrium points,
'I'ho second tYIlP of behaviour that can be observed is multiple equilibrium points,
This can be V(,l'Y confusing as th« system appears to be stable while the equilibrium
point in question is unstable. The reason for this is that there is another stable
equilibrium point w.uch is attracting the response, Figure 7.7 shows a phase plano
uiultiplc equilibrium point.
Figuro 7,7: Phnso Portrait of Two Equilibrium Points
Tltpl't' are muuy tYIlt's of behaviours which rnn urt-ur in nonllnonr SYHtPlllH, Rccognis-
ing thorn requires (,XPI'l'iPIH'P and II ,oml working kuowledgo of tlw t,ynPH \)1' behaviour
that can OCCIl1', 'I'hi.. . tntion is limited to second order svstems and hence tho
only exclusivr-lv noulinear behaviours mentioned hor« art' limit. cvr-los and multi-
pI!' oquilihrhun points, Limit rvch-s art' rPlat ivdy ensv to Iiud as they at'P locally
unstnbk- oqullibrimu points or glllllall~' [-it uhlo point. Till' systom exhibits stable
ost-illatorv bohnviour <lH time IJl'(l(,('pds if thorn is it limit l'~'dl', Figm'PH 7,12 and
7,1:1 <In' oxarnplrs of how a limit ('~Tlp looks in t]lp phaso HI);\('(' aud time domain,
('haptt'r (i p;iws a discussion of all till' )Jossi!>lt' sP('owl order ln-haviours ill grpat('l'
dr-taii.
H7
CAm D,5
11~n 1 X 10-5 m:J/8
r.; 2 X If "t:1/8
T", 320 tc
T.lm 310 ](
1/ lUG m:J
Table 7,G: Design Set Point Parameter Values
7.3.3 Dynamic Analysis of the CSTR
() <cethe possible static behaviour of the system has been defined, we may proceed
to analyse the system with a view to qualitatively" and to some extent quantitatively
defining its behaviour. The system has six parameters and the design parameters
assumed are shown in table 7.G.
The chemical reaction is assumed to result in the rate equation 7.13 for this analysis.
(7.13)
here
(~ = 1J
lJ = 3D
81 .- D.5
82 = 320
'Y = 2.6G7 X 10-.1
).. := -7.5!l X HlH
Substituting the parameters into equation 7,13 gives equation 7.14.
7TIIl' qualitative bohaviour of till' svstom moans that you huvo a good idea of what to expect
as you mow into different regions of till' parumorer space. It duos not however give you exact
dynumic results (although you can work out approximate sett ling tunes, etc). To r;et exact results,
simulation is rer- (I'd.
88
CAm [0,1]
Fin [5 X 10-(;,1.5 X l(J-"] m:l/s
FJin [1 X 10-5, 3 X 1O-5J m:l / s
T;71 [310, 330J J{
r.; [3()(),32D]](
V [D,I,0,2] rn3
Table 7.7: Parameter Variation for Design Parameter Set Point
1.55575 x lO-:lC.l + 4.07455 x lO-GT - 1.370535 X lO-3 (7.14)
The parameters could vary for a number of reasons, which are not important here.
What is important is that the effect on the dynamic behaviour caused by the vari-
ation of the parameters must be understood,
Table 7.7 gives the ranges over which the parameters are to be analysed. Figures 7.8
and 7.0 shows the dynamic behaviour of the system if the design values are chosen
as the "centre" point around which all the other parameters are varied. Figures 7.8
and 7.9 show the path of the pck.s of the system created by linearizing around the
equilibrium points determined in section 7.2.1. The picture shows that the solution
of the dynamic problem results in a set of solutions which are all different (ie they
do not overlap) except for (Tin and TJin). The 8 - plane plot shows that for the
parameter ranges decided upon, the system is essentially stable with a decreasing
oscillation (that is most of the equilibrium points are stable fad).
There are two exceptions to this. '.t h(' one is the variation with CAttl which results
in an unstable focus. And the second is the variation with TJin which results in
an unstable focus. The unstable regions must be further investigated to cheek for
nonlinear behaviour which is globally stable and for other equilibrium points which
may have appeared.
Figures 7.11 through 7.lu show tho simulation results that where obtained for the
region of the parameter space investigated which contained the unstable foci. It
indicates that within these regions limit cyclos exist" .
Using all the informutlon obtained from the static and dynamic analysis of till' SYS-
tern. not only have the static characteristics of tho systom been determined, but also
"TIll' hifurcation which produces this oscillaturv hehaviour is known as it hopf bifurcation (sI'e
SP(·tlOn 0.·1). This behaviour is described :., detail III [21].
8!l
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Figure 7.8: Pole Positions for Changing Equilibrium Points (CAin)
the type of nonlinear behaviour for given parameter values. This type of analysis
enables an engineer to predict the behaviour of a system without having to do an
inordinate number of simulations [2] (which are very time consuming). The infor-
mation given above is incomplete in that it does not give the relationships between
the parameters and the pole positions explicitly. This information is presented in
appendix C.
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Chapter 8
A Nonlinear Design Technique
8.1 Introduction
The nonlinear design technique discussed evolved from tho simple idea that the
behaviour of an ordinary differential equation can be adjusted using simple trans-
formations. Using these trnnsformations to resize an equation to give tho desired
behaviour, followed by conforming a chosen chemical process into the same form (in
this case a CSTR) is illustrated in this chapter.
8.2 Transforming Ordinary Differential Equations
TIH'rc are muny ways in which differential equations can IlP transformed. In this
section, we will focus on three simple point transformations, translating the axes,
sealing; the size of the behaviour in the directions of the axes and changing tho overall
speed of the dynamics.
The equation used as an example' is the gl'ncral second order nonlinear ordinary
differential equation, ASSUllH' that. there are no inputs.
(8.1)
The first point transformation is to translate tho axes. This is done by simply
substitutiug;.h = (;11 + <11) and ;h '''' (J'~+ 8~) into the equation. This has til!' dfeet
of translating til!' axes to (lh 6J. 'I'll!' oquation ;$ transformed to the following:
!15
(8.2)
The second transformation scales the behaviour of till' system along each of the
axes. This means that tho behaviour can be stretched or reduced by a certain
factor. Choosing n and Ii, the behaviour can he lncreaseu or reduced ill size with
respect to each axis, If we make j't =:: nXt and 1'2 == li;V2' Then %t = nXt and
(~1" :::: (i;/:'2' Substituting XI and :(2 into equation S.l gives:
[
f (:D.. :b.) 1It 1 ", Ii
Iji"(:D.. £:.:.)... Cl' ~ ~1
(S.3)
The overall speed of the dynamics of tho entir« set. of ordinary differential equations
can be governed by multiplying every function by a constant. The constant 'Y will
be used for this purpose, LI't. t '-= ~. This results in the following set of equations:
(8..1)
Finally if all the point transfonnacions discussed so far are included in 011t' set of
equations, the following equat ions result :
[
~'.t 1
J'2 [
n f (i'l'-~l J··,-J2) 1'Y I t' , d
IlYf'2Ch~(jl, J');;'~i)
(8.5)
These rosults wore developed for it second order system but. could easily 1)('gelleral.
ized for any order of system.
8.3 Restructuring a Nonlinear Behaviour
TIll' icil'a of this chapter, as stated ill the introduction. is to \lSI' an pxistillr; BPI of
nonlinear equations, whose behaviour is uuderstuorl, to desigu it chemical process
(in this casp a CSTH) with similar bohaviour.
mi
TIl<' _.~l used ill this dissertation is the van del' Pol oscillator equation IU; with
It:::::: 1 (see section (U).
(S.Ii)
This equation results ill a limit cycle (sep section 1i,3), Equation S.1i must !lOW be
transformed by looking at the form of the CSTR equations into which we W11Iit to
transform the van del' Pol oscillator. The transformed equation must preserve tne
limit cycle behaviour while including all the nee .ssary structural requirements,
The reduced CSTR equations which an' used here are taken from section 5,2,2. For
convenience we restate them here :
riCA
'ill =
ciT
dt ==
Equation S.1i has to be adjusted to allow for terms in the chemical model which
result ill h being directly effected by ;)':1. It Was found from simulation that by
including 11 -1;)':1 term, the limit eyele behaviour is preserved,
(S.!))
The equation has to be changed again so that both states in the equation contain a
common term. This term represents t.iw chemical reaction f (CA, T) which must exist
in both equations. Notice that the sign of the existing terms in equation S.!l have
boon changed and the coofllcient of .rl in equation I:L!O changed to - 'i. Equation
8,10 was found via an interactive process of simulation awl experlmontntiou with
different values and structures. This involves changing the signs of cer. nin terms,
adding pud removing terms and aimulat.iug to SP(, ii t ho behavioui of the,' 'stem has
qualitntively remained the same.
!J7
(lUO)
Figure 8.1 shows the behaviour of equation 8.l0 in the phase plane.
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Figure 8.1: Behaviour of Equation 8.10
Equation 8.10 must then be transformed to 11 position ill the phase plane which is
compatible with the output that would be expected from 11 CSTR. This is done by
applying the trunslormatious given in soction 8.2.
(8.11)
(8.12)
8.4 Designing Plaut Behaviour
Equations 8.11 and 8.12 were d,I>,. II l\) giVl' quniit at ively similar dynamic behaviour
to till' CSTR governed by equations 8.i and 88.
!)8
Let :
;q -- CA
;h dC:t:::::
rlt
x~ == T
i:2
efT
::::::
elt
Equating coefficients of equations 8.7 and 8.8 with those of equations 8.11 and 8.12
respectively, the following relationships result :
F
yCAin ::::
F
VGA ::;::
f(C/h T) :::::
(8.14)
(8.15)
(8.16)
(8.17)
l-sing the relationships defined by 8.13 through 8.17. the followlnr ;let of conditions
can be' derived, TlwHP haw to be fulfilled fill' equations 8.7 and 8.8 to product' the
nonlinear behaviour of equation 8.1 () :
"Y
_.
F
V ::::
),
:=:
pC"
:!UAI/(V) [1- UAIl(l') ]
:3 pC" l".,p,1CJ + [i.-illW)
"Y
4
(8.18)
I~-2-
It
(8.l!))
(8.20)
Provided the condltlons are preserved, the parameters C..li", 1~" and T./in C'1L1I be
given any value within physieally realistic limits.
'I'hes« are remarkable results in that as Inn)!; as the conditions given b:.' equations (\.lH
through 8.20 lUI' fulfilled, tIll' svstnrn's (,(·utn· point (not ueccossarily equilibrium)
can lH' determined by changing the tompcrature and concentration of the incomlng
!Hl
stream. The fiow ratl' however prows to IH' a vital parnrnoter. This is bccauso the
whole system of equutious relies on tho flow rat!' hPing uiaintained at a particular
value,
An important observation is that the ratio of tilt' flow rate and t.11('VOIIlIlW * is a
very important parameter (r(',~idl'1H'(' time:::::: (J "" t.; ec +). '1'11('!lnw rat!' and tho
volume of liquid in the CSTR can 1)(' varied as long as tho ratio between tlll' flow
rat!' and the VO]UIIH' is maintained.
The required CSTR system parameters for the cnlculat .011 of 'Y are shown below :
C"""C,l ::::: ·120()
P ::..-:P.l .- lOOO
l' := 0.15
p :::: 1 x lO-:'.f
TIl{' parameter values required to transform equation 8.10 into a physieally realistic
position ill the phase plane are:
('I> ::::: 1a-
{I ::: an
t~l - D.5
1)2 - 320
2QO '-""-~"'--'---~-~ J
'0 ~5 0 3 035 04 045 0 5 055 00 0 05 0 r 0 75
Co"
Figurn ).2: 'Iraje·ctul'Y of the' System in til!' Phas« Plano (r :=.; 1)
'I'he value 01'''( cau now be rulenlated using equatiou K18.
"( ::0 2.a522 x 11) ;,
100
The relationships defined by equations IUS through 8.20 give the following values
for the system parameters F and ..\ :
S.S20!lx 10-'
-7.56 X HlH
Figure B.a shows a time history plot for the resulting CSTR system.
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Figure 8.a: Time History of C..\ for the CSTR h = 2.a522 x 10--:')
Figure 8.3 illustrates the fact that the system oscillates very slowly, approximately
once every four days! This is n very long period of oscillation. What should now be
do lie is to change the speed of the oscillation by using the system obtained so far
as a starting point. We now change the chemical system parameters and observe
the changes in behaviour. By changing each of tho parameters and simulating the
system to se(> which parameters increase the speed Dr the oscillation (ignoring the
origioual transformation conditions in equations S.18 through 8.20) the following
new pararnoters wen' obtained. It. must be remembered that the chemical equation
](CA, T) is changed when F is varied (the equation 8.15 for f(CA, T) depends on
')'). Using an iterntive process of adjustment and simulation, the following results
wen' obtained (the objective was to speed up the dynamics).
The new values of the parameters which have changed an' :
P """ 1.00 X 10-"
"Y -- 2.667 x 10-'\
Figul'PS SA and !U) give the dynamic behaviour of tho system after the parameters
101
have been adjusted.
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Figure 8.5: Time History of CA for the CSTR (T = 2.667 x 10-4)
The chemical reaction rate (equation 8.23) which is required for a system to exhibit
the behaviour shown in figure 8.5 is obtained by substituting the values of the
parameters into equation 8.15.
!(CAl T) - - 4.445 X 1O-6xi3'~ - 4.445 X 1O-63'IX2 - 1.4224 x 1O-3xr +
1. i)1)()i5 X 1O-3x1 + 4.07455 X 1O-tlJ' - 1.370535 X 10-3 (8.23)
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8.5 Conclusion
The methodology followed in this c1,u: 'er is described 11Y the flowchart ill figure 8.0.
r-'--
Choose Equation with
Rl'h'vm,t. Behaviour
'-.
i
Transform Equr '11 into
it Form Computrule with
the Chomir-rv
~
Equate Coefllcients to
Determine Conditions
unci Relntionshlps
~
Calculato the Required
Chemical Parameters
and Simulate to Test
t
Fine Tune Chemical
Svsn-m Parameters
Figure 8.6: Nonlinear Design Methodology
The design method ill effective in producing behaviours which do not often occur.
This method illustrates a concept which the author believes is lacking from many
attempts at understanding nonlinear systems. This idea is that the key to under-
standing nonlinear system design is to dpsign f:ystellls which produce different t~'p(1S
of behaviour and then to compare them with existing physical systpll's and note the
similarities, In this C~lSl'. 11 limit (veil' was produced in a system which dues not
readily produce that kind of behaviour (s('\' [l~l).
Chapter 9
Conclusion
Tho research ha.~ }Jpl'n iuhorentlv chnllt .JgiJ'i~ bocause of tho nmlt lpl« themes which
art' present, Each area coYl'rl'd ill this research is ill ithPlf a wholo Ilold on itH own. It
was often dillicult ttl limit thl' amount of ('output. on I':ll'h Hllhjl'ct.. but for tlu- sake
of ",lInplntillg the work it was nccessarv to limit fhl' H(,OPt', This results in a simple
SI't. of COlWl'ptS. all of whit'll :11'(' linked togptlll'l' 10 Iorrn tilt' ('('ntral al'p;tIllll'lltS:
1. It is possihl« to lllOtipl chcrniea! pr<l('('SS('S fill' eonrrol. t IH'Yart' not "too com-
plicated",
2, Noullnear thonry is very useful f('1' undorstaudhn, uonlit.var control models
and increases OUi' knowledgo of the dynamics of a Pl'()('PHS, iWIl('(1 enhancing
our ahility to control it,
Thus WI' can SPP that whlle ('heh section ou its own lllay not givo any original idous,
011('(,put to}!;Ptlwl' thl'Y make a wry important statement.
'I'll" mudolling of unit oporntious for control bruught out tilt' far I· that this area has
1)('('11 Jarp;dy igU01'Pt1 and 1 lade box techniques have been used instoad. It also mused
the author to realize tilt' dllferences between design models and control models. It
made the author realize that control models fO(,UR on subtly dillerout nspects of the
same system. D!'si&llmodels emphasize the distributed parameters, for instauco
how a temperature varies with distnnce, while the runtrol tnodol only gives the
denendence of the outputs 011 the inputs,
TIJt' linking of process 1lltHII'lH together hrought out the 111'('dto modularize each of
the unit models so that their inputs awl outputs an' compatible with each other.
Immediately this mount that all of til!' unit models had to USt' the HalUP basis of
units, An important fact which emerged W11$ the fact that dlliup; bifurcation analysis
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till a linked mod!'i nun- !ril'ally W:H; prnct.irully Ilsl'i('ss lH'cans(' ther« was no way
of uttaching tho statl' which caused all Pig!'llvallll' uf t hI' linearized system to tho
PigPllvaltw. Tlds meant that whil« tht' systPllI llIay well lnwe })('('II :111:1\Y7.(,(\, WI'
would not know which stat I' or st alPs caused which mork- of the system.
Nonlinear cluuuiral modnls un- usually of hian order and iwu('(' 11('1'(\ to lJ(' siruplllled
aud rcdured Ior r. ntrol and liystl'lll dl'si!-\lJ. Hl'dllcill!!, tho order ol' tIl<' linked svstcm
11lllHh!'I'lmw a vital step. Two ruothuds were usod for this Jl1l1'1HlSl"thl' first was
deroupling and tllP S(,('(llllJ was time s("Ollill~. Th« fils! Involved dl't('rlllillill~ till' rela-
t.ionships }lP{.W('!'1l variabk-s and !,howinp; that tho ('Ifl,(·ts of a variable Wl'!'1' lll'gligibll'
and lu-nc« could b(' ignored. (InC' of t Ill' important methods in t his regard WIlS to
III'I' thl' rharaeterisrirs of tIll' physical systnm, An ituportant (i<'('oupimg ap;l'1lt. ill
tho liquid process wl.ich was l1sP(i to illustrate till' problem was thl' IlIlIUp. ('oulroil('l'
and control valve comhluation. This S('PIlII' to 1)(' a standard method of decoupling
the pressures of rouplud liquid syst<'llIH,
TIll' second form of model order reduction was tim« smling. II('r!' it more !'igor. lllll
method was 1'1lIp10Yl'ti Involving numerical and uuulvricul culculatiun. Till' dvnamics
of it subset of the system W<'I'(\ anulyzed and it was shown that till' dim'l'('U<~(I ill
tim!' smi<'H was ial'f,';(' ('llollgh to ,illsti(V urder reduction. Tlws(l methods 1I('<,dto bu
improved awl applil'd to dilforont problema ill 1'111111'('work.
The aim of t he chapter on bifurcation t hcory was to provide a lIl'('(>SHar~' foundnclou
ill nonlln« ...· t!Il'Ol'Y while avoidillg as much as possihlo (.II(> jargon associated with
uonliuonr HYHt'('IllH.Some now terms woro 1H'('('SSl1l'Y ns 110 equivalent term existed
ill tllP Iiokl of I ')('PHH (·011tI'O\. The theory 11I·(!S('ut.edouly dl'tails of H!'('!lI1l1 order
behaviours as I.his was what was required for till' system example. 'I'h« Ill<'o1'Y1ll'pdB
to bo expanded to Include hi!,!;lH'r order systeJUs while maintaining its !:implJdty and
dil'l'ctlH'I'S. It was fi,)t that Ior tln- snko of rnachlm; a wider audience of I'ngilll'l'l'H it.
was 1I\'(~(,H:4aryto S:ll'rilil'P somo of t.h« iutricueics of th« nonlinear ticlrl. This ls (1ftI'll
done ill I'ngim'l'rillp; and is olrcn d('('l'ipd by other nrudomi« discip'Ines.
TIll' analysis methodulogy w hich is presented by way of all example is ronsonahly
straight forward. It could hI' improved ill t hrel' areas :
1. Mot!' reliable methods should 1)(' introduced which aid ill the detection of
multiple equilibrium points,
:J. A formal mnthlHl lH'l'ds to Ill' .uloptl'd for making Hun' that till' hiiurcation
unnlysis is valid (all example would bl' ill t Ill' !'as!' of all uusruhl« limit cycle].
3. Methods 11<'1'<1 to bt' experimented with fill' predicting behaviour from local
equilibrium points and the centre manifold.
Finally, a design method is presented. This essentially is outside the scope of the
dlssertatiou. It was however used to construct the example CSTR. It. is all exciting
part of the dissertation and holds groat promise for the future. More nonlinear
equations and more chemical processes need to he put through this method to help
improve our understanding of nonlinoarity ill chemical processes.
Work which remains to he done has been mentioned above, but one final point
remains. A very important :'~l)l\('t nf process systems is transport delays. While this
was mentioned in passing it remains to be solved. The direction that is suggested is
tho use of delay dlfferentlal equations,
Hopefully this dissertation will go some way towards providing a foundation lor
future work ill the area of nonliuear process modelling and control,
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Appendix A
Physical Numerical Values
The following values were decided upon for the simple mixing system described in
chapter 4.
Common Constants
C,. = Cpl ::::: Cp2 :::: CP:1 :::; 01' I :::: Cpr, "" C1Jfl == 4200 .J / kg£( Heat capacity of pure water
Pinl == l1in2 :::: 11in" :::.:101 kPa Atmospheric pressure for the tanks
and the CSTR at the liquid surface
':'1 ::::298 K Temperature of the surrour-dings
p:= lOOO kg/m:J Density of pure water (reactants an
aqueous solutions)
Tank A Unit 1
Al ::: 2.5 m2 Cress-sectional area
AIll ::;::13.7 m2 Heat transfer area
I-tnl :.-::1 rna [s Design input flow rate
UI :;::50 W/m2 J( Heat transfer coeflicient
'VI == ti 1ft:l Buffer tank volume
Tank B Unit 2
..12 ::::;2.5 m2 Cross-sectional area
A/[2 == 13.7 m2 Heat transfer area
Pili',! "" 1 rn:![s Design input flow rate
[l2 "" 50 W/m2f( Hl'ht transfer ('(wfIidl'llt
''2 ~-:::1j m:l I Bum,,' tank volume
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A" :::::o,a 7112
Am = 4,GGi m2
Nn5 :::.:2 rn3 Is
..,..·1nnn -fClll1(l
!r,(CA5,1);) ea -5 * 10"(:1, C..\ii+ 5 * l()Ht,-:F5 (1- Gilii) lis
Uii :::::40n lr/m:! J(
r;., == 0,2 rna
Vl!i :;::D,OS rna
,\" == -a,aG * lOx .1I I.~.CJ
Pump A
A:1 = O,O! i m:!
Jim::::: O.4G 7112
L3 = lOll m
D..11:1(7';j) == 5000(1 - (r;l - If) kPa
Ua == 100 Wlm2](
7/:1(U;j) = 1 - (1 - U:1)2
/l;j(T:,) ::::: llE" kg/ms
Pump B
A.l = 0,017 7112
All.j = O.4G m2
L.I == 100 m
D..PI(r,t) = 5000(1 - (r.j - 1)2) kPa
[11 == 100 n'/rn2l(
7/.j(1L.!l = 1 - (1 - lid:!
/l.j(T.j) :::::1.\;:'; k{/Im,~
CSTR
Pump: Products
Ar. == !l,O!7 m:!
AIfr. "" OAG m2
Lli == 100 m
~]lG(7'ij) "" 5000(1 - (rc. - 1)2) kPa
Uti"" 100 WI11!~J(
7/1i(1Lti) =: 1 - (1 .- Il':)~
, In-·h
11Ii(1G) :::; -li:"' "'!11m"
Unit 3
Cross-sectional a1'(\11of pipe
Heat. transfer area of' pipe
Length of pipe
Change' in pressure caused by pump
Heat transfer coefficient
Normalised nonlinear valve aperture
Viscosity of water
Unit 4
Cross-sectional area of pipe
Heat transfer area of pipe
Length of pipe
Change ill pressure caused by pump
Heat 1.1'an8f('1' coefficient
Normalised nonlinear valve aperture
Viscosity of water
Unit 5
Cross-sectional area
Heat transfer area
Design total input flow rat«
Rate function a possible reactio
Heat transfer coefficient
Reactor volume
Cooling jacket volume
Heat (If reaction
Unit 6
Cross-suctional area of pipe
Heat transfer area of pipe
Length of pipe
Change ill pressure caused by pump
Heat. transfer coefficient
Normalised nonlinear valve aperture
Viscosity of water
Appendix B
Matlab Code
B.1 jacket.m
This MATLAB m-file is used to calculate the difference ill the speed of the temper-
ature dynamics of a reactor and its jacket.
The following MATLAB commands were used (at ihe MATLAB prompt ») to Gall
it and plot the various graphs:
»jacket([-3.704e-7 2.936e-6] ,[50-6 1.5e-5],[0.1 0.2] ,[1e-5 3e-5] ,2)j
function r=jacket(dfdTr,Fr,Vr,FJr,n)j
%A=jacket(dfdTr,Fr,Vr,FJr,n)j
%dfdTr The reaction rate
%Fr The flow rate
'l.VrVolume
%FJr Jacket flow ratp
%n is the number of steps
'loris the smallest ratio of the dynamics in question
Y.constants
alpha=1/3j
beta=30j
gililUlla=2.667e-4 j
U=400j
rho=1000j
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rhoJ=rhoj
Cp=4200:
CJ=Cp;
VJ=O.05j
lambda=-7.56e8j
AC=O.3j
B=[O 1J':
C= [1 1] j
D=Oj
r=1000j
hold off
for FJ=FJr(1):FJr(2)-FJr(1):FJr(2),
for V=Vr(1):Vr(2)-Vr(1):Vr(2),
for F=Fr(1):Fr(2)-Fr(1):Fr(2),
for dfdT=dfdTr(1):dfdTr(2)-dfdTr(1):dfdTr(2),
%funct';'ons
AH~2*(pi/AC)~O.5*V+2*AC:
A=[-F/V-Iambda/(rho*Cp)*dfdT-U*AH/(V*rho*Cp), U*AH/(V*rho*Cp): ...
U*AH/(VJ*rhoJ*CJ), -U*AH/(VJ*rhoJ*CJ)-FJ/VJ] j
pzmap(A,B,C,D);
hold OIl:
p=pzmap(A,B,C,D);
if abs(p(2)/p(1»)<r: ,r=abG(p(2)/p(1»; ,end;
end; I
end: ,
end: I
end:
hold off
B.2 vdpoll.m
This MATLAB m-Ille is used in conjunction with mle23 to simulate tho system which
is used as basis for the example CSTR system.
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The following MATLAI3 commands were used (at the>MATLAB p-c.npt ») to call
it and plot the various g;raphs :
»[t, y]=ode23 ('vdpo 11 ,,0,50000, [0.5 321] ,1e-5) i
»plot(y(:,1),y(:,2»i %Phase plot of concentratioI vs temperature
»plot(t/3600,y(.,l); %Time history plot of concentration vs time (in hours)
Here is the MATLAI3 code:
function xdot=vdpol1(t,X)i
%starting equatjon
%xdot(1)=-1/4.*x(1)-1/2.*(-x(1).~2.*x(2)+x(1)+2.*x(2»i
%xdot(2)~-x(2)+(-x(1).~2.*x(2)+x(1)+2.*x(2»i
%scaled & ~hifted equation
%2.*x(1) 1/10.*x(2)
alpha=1/2i
beta=20j
delta1=0.5i
delta2=320i
gamma=~.0.q0ge-3i
d1=li
xdot (1)=gammaeafpha. * (-1/4. *(x(1)-del ta1) ./alpha-1/2. * (-«x (1) ...
-deltal)./alpha).~2.*(x(2)-delta2)./beta+2.*(x(1)- ...
deltal)./alpha./2+(x(2)-delta2)./beta.*2»i
xdot (2)=:gamma~'beta.* (-(x(2)-delta2) ./beta+d1. *(-«x (1)-del tal) ./alpha) ."2. * ...
(x(2)-ctelta2)./beta+2.*(x(1)-deltal)./alpha./2+ ...
(x(2)-delta2)./beta.*2»i
B.3 magplot2.m
This MATLAB m-file is used ill conjunction with vdpol l.m to create a two dimen-
sional vector field shaded magnitude plot,
TIw following MATLAB commands were IISl'd (at tIl(' MATLAB prompt, ») to call
it and plot the various graphs:
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»m=magplot('vdpoll' ,[01] ,[270 370] ,64)j
»shading interp
»colormap gray
»surf«O:1!64:1),(270:100!64:370),m)j
»view(2)j
Here is the MATLAB code:
function m=magplot2(vecfun,x_range,y_range,n)j
%flmction [m x y]=magplot2 (vecfun, X_' .mge ,y_range ,n)j
%This function will return the magn~tude of a 2 dimensional vector field
%over ,1. range specified by x_range, y_range for a function veciun (of the
%type used for ode23). n i~ the number of blocks in x and y.
xO=1j
yO=1j
for y1=(y_range(1):(y_range(2)-y_range(1))!n:y_range(2))j,
for x1=(x_range(1):(x_range(2)-x_range(1))!n:x_range(2))j,
a=f~val(vecfun,O,[xl y1])j
m(xO,yO)=abs(a(1)+j*a(2));
xO=xO+1j
endj
xO=1j
yO=yO+1j
endj
B.4 cstr.m
The mat lab function cstr ,m is the backbone of all of the analysis. It is the imple-
mentation of the second order nonlinear model ill matlab, If the control engineer
makes any errors here they will effect all the results.
function xdot cstrd(t,x)j
%constant parameters
A 0.3;
CJ 4200;
Cp 4200;
U 400:
rho 1000:
rhoJ 1000;
Fe 0.0001;
Ve 0.15:
%variable parameters: x(3) through x(8)
CAin x(3); %0.5 [0 1]
F x(4) ; %2.8371e-5 (0 1)
FJ x(5) ; %0.01 [le-4 1]
Tin x(6)j %320 [~80 360]
TJin x(7); %320 [300 340]
V x(8); %0.2 (0.1 0.2]
%chp.mical reaction parameters
alpha 1/2; %1/2
beta 20; %20
gamma 4*Fe/Ve: %2.667e-3
delta1 0.5; %0.5
delta2 320j %320
lambda -2* (beta/alpha) *rho*Cp; %
%states
CA=x(l)j'l.
T=x(2); 'l.
%functions
'l.ratefunction
f_CA_T=alpha*gamma/2>1< t : ' (CA-delta1) ./alpha) .~2. * (T-delta2) ./beta+ ...
2.*(CA-delt"'"./alpha./2+(T-delta2)./beta.>I<2);
'!.f_CA_T=-5e5*exp (-401)0./T) . 'CA+5e8*exp( -8000 ./T) .* (1-CA) ;
'l.otherfunctions
AH~2*pi*(pi/A)-0.5*V+2*A;
Te=T-(FJ*rhoJ*CJ*TJin+U*AH*T)/(FJ*rhoJ*CJ+U*AH);
'l.statee " ons
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dCA=CAin*F/V-CA*F/V-f_CA_T;
dT=Tin~F/V-T*F/V-f_CA_T*lambda/(rho*Cp)-Te*(U*AH)/(rho*Cp*V)i
%final conversions
xdot(l)=dCA;
xdot(2)=dT;
xdot(3:8)=[0 0 0 0 0 0]';
B.5 mag1.m
This function is very useful as it return the vector field magnitude of a state space
model at a particular point. The function passor! ill must be in the sumo form as
that required for ODE23.
function m=magl(x,vecf,xp);
'l.m=magl(x,vecf,xp)j
%Special format to work with fmins.
t=O;
m=O;
xdot=feval(vGcf,t,[x xpJ);
n=length(x)i
for k=Lm ; ,
m=m+xdot(k)~2i
endj
m=m~0.5i
B.6 lin1.m
This function linearizes the given function (ngaiu ODE23 format) at a certain point,
and returns the poll's of the system. It uSPS numerical dilferentiat.ion to arhieve this.
function p =linl(vecf,x,xP)i
'lop=lin1(vecf,x,xp)j
'l.Returnsthe poles of a system.
'lovecf system being analysed (ode23 format)
'l.x point at which to do the analysis (shor.Ld be an equilibt'ium point)
'loxp parameter values
t=Di
h=D.DDlj
tol=D.DDlj
e=le6j
yll=le6 j
y2l=1(,6j
n=L;
maxn"'lDj
while e>tol,
xl=[x(l)+h x(2»)j
x2=[x(1)-h x(2»)j
x3=[x(1) x(2)+h];
x4=[x(1) x(~}-hJ:
al=feval(vecf,t,[x1 xp))j
a2"'feval(vecf,t,(x2 xp])j
a3=feval(vecf,t,[x3 xp])j
a4=feval(vecf,t,[x4 xp])j
y1=(a1-a2)/(2*h)j
y2=(a3-a4)/(2*h)j
el=abs(yl-yil)j
e2=abs(y2-y2l);
e=e1+e2;
yil=y1 j
y2l=y2j
n=n+I :
if n>maxn,
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e=O;
disp('maximum number of iterations exceeded - rrsults are un2"eliable')j
end;
endj
A"'[y1(1:2)' y2(1:2)')j
B=(O 1]';
C=[O 1);
D=O;
[z,p,kJ=ss2zp(A,B,C,D);
B.7 magplot1.m
This function returns the magnitude plot of 11 vector field.
function m=magplot1(vecfun,x_J:ange,y_range,n,lI.p);
'l.m=magplotl(vecfun,x_range,y_range,n,xp)j
'l.Thisfunction will return the magnitude of a 2 dimensional vector field
'l.overa range specified by x_range, y_range for a function vecfun (of the
'l.typeused for ode23). n is the number of blocks in x and y.
'l.xpis a vector of th~l parameters passed to the vector :field function.
xO=1;
yO=l ;
for y1:::(y_range(1): (y_range(2)-y ..range(1»!n:y_range(2»;,
for xl=(x_range(1):(x_range(2)-x_range(1»!n:x_ranga(~~);,
a=feval(vecfun,0,(x1 y1 Xp)i
m(xO,yO):::abs(a(1)+j*a(2»;
xO=xO+1;
end;
xO:::1;
yO=yO+1;
end;
lHi
B.B magplotz.m
This function returns a number of vr-rt.or field magnitude data 5Pt.S for a pnramoter
range.
function M =magplot2(vecfun,x_range,y_range,n,xp,p,m,f)j
%M=magplot2(vecfun,x_range,y_range,n,xp,p,m,f)j
%The range is specified by x_range, y_range for a function vecfun (of the
%type used for ode23). n is the numb9r of blocks in x and y.
%xp is a vector of the parameters pa~sed to the vector field function.
%This function is similar to magplot1 except it produces f plots linearly
%spaced over the parameter range given by p. xp specifies the set of
%parameters. m is the index of the parameter which is being varied in xp.
%It stores the data and an information header at the beginning:
%[x_range y_range n p1 m [reshaped data ....J ]
k=L;
for p1=(p(1):(p(2)-p(11 /(f-1):p(2))j,
xp(m)=p1j
ml=magplotl(vecfun,x_range,y_range,n,xp)j
s1=size(m1)j
M(: ,k)=[x_range y_range n p1 m reshape(m1,s1(1)*s1(2),1)']' j
k=k+1 j
calculated=k-1
end;
B.9 magplot3.m
This function lets you pick off 11 starting point for analysis using the mouse for 11
certain parameter value.
function [start,p1]=magplot3(M,p)j
%[start pout]=magplot3(M,p)j
i:Oisplays data from magplot2
%M=data
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%p=parameter value
%start is a st~rting point for numerical analysis chosen using the mouse
%pont is the actual parameter value at ,Ihich the analysis will be perfromed
s:::size(M);
pmin:::M(6,1);
pmax:::M(6,s(2));
disp(sprintf('Parameter range
k=min(find(M(6,:»p»-1;
if p<=pmax & p>=pmin,
x_range=M (1:2,k) ;
y_range=M(3:4,k)j
n=M(5,k)j
pl=M(6,k);
m=I1(7,k);
ml=reshape(M(8:s(1),k),n+l,n+l);
[%f %f]',pmin,pmax»j
clip=max (l~ax(ml» 110;
I=find(m1>clip);
mc=mt :
for z=l:'1..ength(I);,mc(I(z»=clip; ,end;
figure;
surf«x_range(1):(x_range(2)-x_range(1)/n:x_range(2», ...
(y_range(1):(y_range(2)-y_range(1»/n:y_range(2»,mc);
shading :flat
colormap(jet) ;
view(2);
colorbar,
title (sprintl ,'parameter%i = %f' ,m,pi»);
disp(' Select numerical analysis start po int ... ') ;
start=ginput(1);
close;
else
disp('Parameter out of range.');
start= [-1 -11;
end;
IIi;
B.10 equi1.m
This is the heart of the analysis alogrythm, This function Sl'ardWH for an equililrrium
point, given st.artinp; point and 11 Iunct.ion (of ODE2:l form). If 110 cquilibriuni point
is found, tho result. [0 2HO] is returned, Olrviouxly lor highor order models, this would
haw to he fixed.
function [x,poles] = equil(vecf,xp,p,m,start)j
%[x,poles] = equil(vecf,xp,p,m,start)j
%vecf system being analysed (ode23 format)
%xp parameter values
%p new parameter value
%nl new parameter index (in xp)
%s~art= starting point for numerical analysis
%Culculate equilibrium point
tol 1e-5j
OPTIONS(1) OJ
OPTIONS (2) le-8;
OPTIONS,J) le-8;
OPTIONS(14) = 10000j
%Tolerance for equilibrium point checking
%Display intermediate steps (l=yes)
%termination tolerance for x
%termination tolerance for f
%maximum number of iterations
xp(m)=pj
x=fmins('mag1' ,start,OPTIONS,[] ,vecf,xp)j
%Calc~late the poles of the system
poles=linl(vecf,x,xp)'j
%Chack for equilibrium
if mag1(x,vecf,xp»tol,
x= [0 280] i
pules=[O O]j
end;
lID
B.Il findequi2.m
This function solves for a whole parameter runge of equilibrium points and POil\S
using continuation IllP',hocls. This is a very important function.
function [x,Pol'I:~LrmJ=tindEJqui2 eM ,p I xp I start ,f) j
Xfindequi(M,p,xp,start);
%Searches forward and backward for an f pumber of equililibrium points.
%M data
%p = parameter value
%xp '" parameters
'l.start~ equilibrium start point
'l.f = number of frames to use in the analysis
s:;,size(M)j
pmin=M(6,l);
pmax=M(6,s(2»;
disp(sprintf('Parameter range
k=min(find(M(6,:»p»-li
if p<=pmax & p>=pmin,
x_range=M(1:2,k);
y_range=M(~:4,k);
n=M(5,k);
pl=M(6,k);
m=M(7,k)j
disp('Solving forward ...')
w=Oj
stl=start;
:for z=p :Cpmax-pmin)/f .pmax ,
disp(sprint.f('parameter'" 'l.f'.z) j
[Xf %:f]',pmin,pmax»i
w=w+li
[xf(w,1:2) polf(w,1:2)J=equH('cstr' ".p,z,m,st1);
parmf(w)=z;
if xf(w,l)~~O, stl=xf(w,l:2);,endj
end;
disp('Solving backvards ..• ,);
w=O;
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stl=start:
for z=p:-(pmax-pmin)/f:pmin,
disp(spriptf('parameter = %f',z»:
w=w+l;
[xb(w.l:2) polb(w,l:2)]=equil('cstr',xp,z,m,stl)j
parmb(w)=zj
if xb(w,l)~=O, stl=xb(w,1:2);,endj
endj
for z=l:length(xb)j,
x(z,l:2)=xb(length(xb)-z+1,1:2):
pol(z,1:2)=polb(length(xb)-z+l,l:2):
parm(z)=parmb(length(xb)-z+l):
,end;
for z"'length(xb): (length(xb)+lengt."xf)-l):,
x(z,1:2)=xf(z-length(xb)+1,1:2);
pol(z,l:2)"'polf(z-length(xb)+1,1:2):
parm(z)=parmf(z-length(xb)+l);
,end:
else
disp('Parameter out of range.'):
x= [] :
pol=[] :
end;
B.12 bigsim.m
This function simulates the whole of the example system, Takes a long time to finish
working.
load datal %data created using equi2.m
[xl,pol.pal]=findequi2(Ml,0.5,xp,[0.5 320] ,80):
[x2,po2,pa2]=findequi2(M2,O.0001,xp, [0.5320],80):
[x3,po3,pa3]=findequi2(M3,0.0001,xp,[0.5 320] ,80)j
[x4,po4,pa4]=findequi2(M4,315,xp,[O.5320],80):
[x5.po5,pa5]=findequi2(M5,315,xp,[0.5 320J ,80):
[x6,po6,pa6]=findequi2(M6,O.15,xp,[O.5 320] ,80);
save data2 xl pol pal x2 po2 pa2 x3 po3 pa3 x4 po4 pa4 x5 po5 paS x6 po6 pa6
l:!l
B.13 cstr .p.mat
This is 11 mat file used for the standard parameters (and ranges) when doing sim-
ulations. Hew is an example of the varlnbles and what they might contain for till)
CSTR.
» xp
xp ==
0,5000 0.0000 O,OOOv 320.0000 310.0000 0.1500
» xp_r
xp_r
o
0.0001
o
1.0000
0.0002
0.0005
310.0000 330.0000
300.0000 320.0000
0.1000 0.2000
B.14 magmovie.m
Makes a "movie" of the magnitude data created by magplot2. m for an entire pa-
rameter range.
MD '" mOlTiein(f)j
s"'size(M);
for k"'1:s(2)
x_range=M(1:2,k);
y_range=M(3:4,k);
n=M(S,k);
pl=M(6,k);
m=M{7,k)j
ml=reshape (Me8: s (1) ,k) .n+I ,n+l) ;
1')')
clip=max(ma~(ml»/l0;
I=find(ml>clip);
mc=ml;
for z~1:1ength(I);.mc(I(z»=clip;.end;
surf «x_range (1) :(x ... ange (2)-x.irange (1))In: x_range (2» •...
(y_range (1) : (y_range (2) -y_i'ange(1» In: y_range (2» ,mc) j
shading flat
colorma"(jet);
view(2);
title(sprintf('parameter = %f' ,m,pl»;
MO(: ,k) = getframe;
end
Appendix C
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Appendix D
Derivation of Unit Models
n.i Tank
D.1.l Energy Balance on the Tank
{ 1",,,,,,,,E""!J1I IN+
}
{ 1",,,,,,, E",,,,y O[lT+
} (D,llI niertuil Encr!l!l = Internal Ener!lll
GENERATED ACCUMULATED
{ Internal Energ1f IN } {[';,P"{T,,, -7',)p6.t} (D.2):::by flow in time 6.t
{ 1>",'''''' En'''911 IN }b)l heat c;cchar!g(' in -- [T All (1:.,. - T)L\t (D.3)iiuu: f::...t
I'Iltc7'7tC1lBnerOll GEN ERAT ED :::::: () (DA)
{ I tiirrnul Encl'UlJ OUT } F~)uIC,.p(T - 7},)f::...t (D.5)-by flow i71 time f::...t
Internal EW'T'Y!I in iunk == p\'C,.(7' - T,.) (D,G)
thernforo
{
ACCUMULATION} _ {' (pt'C,,(T-7},))I,+~t- }
i71 time f::...t (pVC,,(T - Tb))lt
"'".c, (WT)I'+~t - (VT)I,) (D,i)
1:11
taking limits
d(VT)=z: F' (7' ''') 1:' (It 7') [TAil (1' 7' 1m Hl''_ 1. b - 1~mtl - II - --Cf ..... .".p ~" (D.D)
Setting 7), "" () and assuming that C,. ~-;;CI'
d(FT)
-~Jf- ~ r 7' i: 7' [iAll (7' 'f)flH HZ - 'inu - -"-1· _" .'-t'
IJeT!
(1).10)
D.2 CSTR
D.2.1 Mass Balance all the Reactor
{ niols:« A IN + } ){ moie« A otrr- (0.11)mol(!sA - JGENERATED mole» A ACCUMULATED
{ moles A IN } - 1-:" C;lill~t (D.12)in time ~t
{ 71l()1('.~ A (Jut } pOlite,! (D.1:3):::::
in i'inw tit
{ mole« A
fOENERA7'ED ::::: 7'..1VAt (D.14)
in time tit J
1TW[C8 A in tank == Fe,! (D.15)
(D.Hi)
t:hI'IPfol'(,
{
1.Twlc,!8 A llCC!l7T!Ulntcd} _
(l"C.!)lt+~t - WCAllt
m iimi: At
(D.17)
therefore
FiIlC"!I7lAt + 7'.4 l' tit - F.lUtCAAt -I- (Fe'A)1 '-t":"t -
(l'(::'Alll (D.18)
taking limits
d(VC..t)··dt-, - ::::;Pm CAlli _, PoUI C,.\ + 1',.1V
hut 1',1 ;:::: .- J«('I\, T)
(D.1!))
therefore
(D.20)
D.2.2 Energy Balance on the Reactor
AHSUlllP (f" constant with T
1). is the basis temj- -tur«
Ii is constant
{
Internal Energy IN + }
I niernal Ener'Ell!
GENERATED
{
Internal Energy IN }
by flow in time .6.t
{
Iuiernnl Ener!lY 1N )
by heat c:r.changc in ~ -
time .6.t J
{
Internal Enl~7'mJ }
GENERATED ~
b)i n~aetion in time At
{ Jn' "">W' En,',!/!/ () rrT +
}- Intcl'7wl Energy (D.21)
ACCUMULATED
:::: F;"(\,(1~,, ·-11,)(lAt (D.22)
UAll (7'" -- T)At (D.23)
r·.d'A~t
- -f(C.l,TrlA~t
{
Intern(ll EncT!I1J OUT} =.
- FelllIC"p(T -1).).6.t
by flow in time ~t
Inienuil Enel'!I!! in tank :=: pVC,,(T - 71)
(D.24)
(D.25)
(D.26)
therefor!'
{
ACCUMULATION} "" { (pl'C,,(1' - T),))It+~1 - }
in time At ((llJ"C,.(T -1).))11
ee {'C" ((1'1')11+";1 - (1'T)II) (D.27)
substituting
{
PF,,,C,,(T, ..n -. 71,)6.t+
UAu (7'" - 7')At+
no: T)l'A6.f }
{
FOlLIC"p(T - 1),).6.t+ }
== pC;,. ( (\'7')11+":-'1 - WTlII)
(D.28)
taking limits
d(VT)--;u v (1'.' '[') }' (1' ",) tic; TWA-- I'm ",'- .. I, - 'out - 'it - ---(,---
p '"
[J i~lJ (1' _ 7'"l
pC"
Spttingn ""0 and assuming that C,! ~ ('II
(D.2!J)
d(l'T)
dt
I,' l' - F. 'I' ..- !{C,.I,7')L\ _ [T .. ttl (7' - 7' 1
- ttl '" ,,"l (' (" J .P I' fl 'I'
(IUD)
D.2.3 Energy Balance on the Jacket
}
__ {()UT+
ACCUMULATED
} == FJPJC".1 (1~ltn - 1/.)l\t
{
Internal Energy IN +
GENERATED
{
I uirrtuil Energy IN
11]1 flow in time l\(
Internal EncrYl1 GENER.ATED == 0
{
Internal Encl'!l11 OUT}
lIy heat (~xchan!le
in time l\t
I niernal Energy in J arket '=
UAu(T., - T)l\t
therefore
therefore (note Ti, = 0)
FJPJC".,TJI1ll\t - FJPJC".ITJl\t + UAll(T., - T)l\t +
PJV,C".1 (TJlt+~t - TJltl
Taking Limits (Assume C"J = C1l" =: C.I)
r17~,
dt
r, T T ) UAll T T)- -V-(.Im - .1 + v--7'( - .I
J .I(i.l '.1
D.3 Pipe and Pump with a Control Valve
D.3.1 Flow Rate in the Pipe
} (D.::I1)
(D.32)
(D.a:3)
(D.34)
(D.35)
(D.36)
(D.37)
(D.38)
The flow rate ill !.lIP pipe is determined by til!' internet ion of two characteristics :
1. The pressure developed by the pump versus flow rate.
2. The pressure drop through the system versus flow rate.
When the pressure developed by the pump is equal to the pressure required by
the system (ill oquilibrium) then the How rate will IH' sot and remain constant.
Flgure D.l shows till' two charucteristic (,II1'V(,Sand till' dIl'e! of rhnnging lilt' system
pnrrunoters. Note that Po is thl' minimum pressure requirod to OVPITOllll' till' elfcct
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Figure D,l: Churncterlstir Curves for the Pipe and Pump
of input nnd output. pressures as well as the effects of changes ill lwight, Also note
that Ul > ll;! > u~ and 7'1 > "2 > 7':1.
If the dynamics of the pump motor and rotor are assumed to be much faster than
the rate of change of tho flow, them the rotor dynamics can be assumed to be
lnstnntancous and lienee be ignored, The two characteristic surfaces which describe
the system awl the pump (J)I,(F, r) and fl.,(F. u)) can be obtained from data sheets
and by using tho techniques employed in fluid dynamics [25J,
Using the charncteristic surfaces and assuming that. the only important. dynamic
besldes those of the control valve is the acceleration of the liquid in the pipe, equation
D.30 results,
elF
dt (D.30)
D.3.2 Energy Balance on the Pipe
{
Internal E1!l'i'!/11IN +
Iuicrnn! Ene7'IJY
OENEIL1TED
IntfT7H1l Ene7'gy OUT+
internal Enl'7'gy
ACCUMU LATED
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{
Internal Energy IN}
Ily flow in time tlt
{
Internal Energy IN}
Ily heat exchange in ==
time tlt
Internal Energy GENERATED == 0
{
Internal Energy OUT} '=
by flow in time tlt
Internal Energy in tank
{.Fi"C"(T;,, - n)ptlt} (D.41)
UA}{(Ts - T)tlt (D.42)
(D.43)
(D.44)
pVC,,(T -n) (D.45)
therefore
{
ACCUMULATION} = { (pVCv(T - TII))lt+Cl.t- }
in time tlt (p\fCp(T - Tb))lt
::::.c; ((VT)lt+Cl.t - (\'T)lt) (D.46)
subs iituting
= {FOlltCI'P(T - n)tlt+ } (D.47)
pCI' ((VT)lt+Cl.t - (VT)lt)
taking limits
d(VT) UAJ{
--'- == Fi,,{T;n - n) - Fout(T - n) - -C \T - Ts) (D.48)dt p v
Setting Tb == 0 and assuming that Cv ,," Cp
Let T1 == T
d(1') F [fAll- = -;(T171 - Ttl - --(T1 - Ts)
dt \ pCp
(D.49)
The transport delay is T == Lfo1-, hence
(D.50)
D.3.3 Control Valve Dynamics
The control valve has been modelled to take int.oaccount first order dynamics. These
dynamics are given by the first order differential equation D.51 (Tv is the first order
time constant).
du 1
dt == ~~(v - tt) (D.51)
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